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FOREWORD 

 
 
 
This study was drawn up on the initiative of Mr Joaquim Miranda, Chairman of the Committee 
on Development and Cooperation, in view of the ongoing importance of the debt burden for so 
many developing countries.  
 
The present document examines both the present situation of those countries with a debt burden, 
and the means whereby this burden can be alleviated.   
 
Acknowledgements are due to, first of all, Mr Ted van Hees from EURODAD whose valuable 
experience and appreciations enabled the study to come to terms with the real dimensions of the 
developing countries' debt problem. 
 
Thanks are also due to  Mrs Claudia Wiedey-Nippold and Mr Pierre Deusy-Fournier of the 
European Commission for clarifying the EC's contribution to the current efforts concerning debt 
relief. 
 
The contributions of  Mrs Valérie Chevalier and Mrs Rachel Winter Jones  of the World Bank, 
and of Mrs Ritha Khemani of the International Monetary Fund, greatly assisted the study. 
 
It is to be hoped that this work will be of assistance to all those involved in the development 
process, and more specifically in the field of debt relief. 
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Executive Summary 
 
 
 
For decades, the problem of the Third World’s debt burden has remained unresolved. Frequent 
reschedulings  and  the capitalized interest on arrears only contributed to an increase in the debt 
stock. The persistent fall of commodity prices, together with  the increased debt service, led 
many poor countries into a "debt-trap". Wherever major economic or political interests of 
bilateral creditors were at stake, the international financial community promptly reacted  by 
bailing out even private potential losses with public money. The most recent demonstration of 
such rescue operations occurred during the East-Asian crisis triggered by the sudden fall of the 
Thai Baht. Transactions of similar scale had previously helped out  Mexico and Brazil, Korea, 
Indonesia and Russia.     
 
The reasons for the high indebtedness of poor countries are both internal and external: among 
the external reasons are the huge amounts of petrodollars released after the 1973 oil crisis and 
searching for investments  and the growing interest of floating-rate loans as a consequence of a 
tighter monetary policy. The international credit institutions and, to a lesser extent, the World 
Bank and the International Monetary Fund share the responsibility for having lent money 
without proper risk assessment and monitoring. The European Community assists the 
developing countries mostly by means of grants, with no debt being incurred  -  the problem of 
proper monitoring of what is being financed arises here too. 
 
As for the internal reasons, unproductive investments, prestige projects without any measurable 
profit and, in numerous cases such as the former Zaire, the Philippines, Indonesia and, most 
recently, the Russian Federation, public money went into the private pockets of the so-called 
élite, leaving  huge amounts of debt to be reimbursed by the country. During the cold war, some 
leaders‘ sympathy was bought - through corruption - at a very high price (as much for the 
taxpayers of the Northern countries as for the inhabitants of the Southern  debtor countries). The 
notion of ‚odious debt", considered as being contracted by a regime or some of its 
representatives and not by the nation, applies to such transactions in which frequently the 
industrialized countries' industry and the lending banks participated by colluding with the 
beneficiaries or turning a blind eye to the misuse of  funds. Frequently, the lack of appropriate 
administrative structures in the beneficiary countries facilitated  misuse and fraud. 
 
The developing countries' debt  has many implications: it affects the proper functioning of the 
financial markets and the financial soundness of their participants, and it also affects the debtor 
countries and their inhabitants who suffer because  the debt burden deprives them of the means 
to satisfy  their basic needs such as food, healthcare and education. For too long, relief measures 
were  rather erratic: restructurings in response to the debtor's request leading to higher debts and 
longer terms, some remission here and there when the political climate was favourable, and 
wide-ranging actions when it suited the creditor countries in terms of market access or in  the 
case of potentially high losses of their lending banks and investors. To date the development 
dimension of the problem was never given systematically priority. The reason is, on the one 
hand, that, when starting a large-scale operation, it would be difficult to draw a borderline. To a 
lesser extent, the reason was the belief in the disciplinary effect of continued reimbursement 
and, not least, because too generous and widespread debt cancellations would jeopardize the 
debtor countries' creditworthiness for some time. The scant attention given to the development 
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implications is puzzling because, in many cases, the amount of development aid received is less 
than the outflow of money paid in connection with debt-servicing. 
 
Traditionally, the Paris Club - for official bilateral claims - and the Club of London - for private 
claims - are dealing with debt reschedulings and/or debt remission. Debts of hundreds of billions 
of  US Dollars  have been cancelled or restructured by these two bodies during the recent 
decades. But indebtedness  increased more quickly for many of the poorest countries.  More 
comprehensive action was urgently required. The "Jubilee 2000 Campaign", initiated by three 
major Christian agencies in Britain and by  the World Development Movement, has been calling 
since 1996 for  remission of the unpayable debts of the poorest countries in the form of a one-off  
cancellation by the year 2000. 
 
The HIPC-Initiative, launched by the World Bank in 1996, and its improved version following 
the 1999 Cologne G7 Summit introduce a comprehensive debt relief program for the highly 
indebted poorest countries which are mostly Sub-Saharan countries. This initiative does not go 
as far as the "Jubilee 2000 campaign", but it involves for the first time the multinational 
institutions which, so far, claimed their "preferred creditor" status guaranteeing them the very 
best ratings (and, consequently, the lowest interest rates) on the financial markets, whereby they 
would not be, as a matter of principle,  in a position to grant debt relief. The sheer amount of 
their claims made their involvement unavoidable if any significant debt relief was to be secured. 
  
The HIPC-Initiative aims at reducing the poorest countries' indebtedness to a sustainable level. 
The qualification for this debt relief scheme depends on  prior use of all the traditional 
possibilities of securing debt relief with the Paris Club, the Club of London and the International 
Development Association in order to bring down the debt burden. The revised version, dated  
September 1999, provides deeper, broader and faster relief by reducing the debt-sustainability 
targets which entails a larger debt relief and  covers a bigger number of eligible countries. By 
shortening the period leading to the completion point,  the revised HIPC- Initiative (HIPC-I 2) 
may actually lead to  faster debt relief. The requirement of the Poverty Reduction Strategy 
Papers (PRSP), however, actually constitutes a further condition: in order to become eligible, 
countries  must now draw up a strategy for fighting poverty in addition to the implementation of 
structural adjustment programs requested by the initial version of the HIPC-Initiative. The PRSP 
have to be established on the basis of consultation involving  the whole of society. 
 
Although the idea that economic reforms are necessary to ensure that debt relief has a 
permanent positive socio-economic effect was widely accepted, the introduction of  the PRSP 
raised some doubts. This prerequisite corresponds to the priority given to  poverty reduction, a 
policy supported by the main donors. The political aim to improve the living standards of almost 
three billion human beings suffering from the lack of the most basic needs doubtless deserves 
our utmost effort. Those people should be the beneficiaries of the resources released in the wake 
of Debt relief. But serious doubts have been raised concerning the feasibility of such a policy 
which requires the channelling of funds to social services whilst the outstanding debts still have 
to be serviced and securing economic growth is uncertain. Furthermore, delays in Debt relief are 
caused if a really comprehensive consultation is to take place, and the medium-term monitoring 
of the implementation of the countries' efforts may prove difficult for the creditors and donors. 
Once  Debt relief is granted,  no further pressure on the beneficiary countries is possible. One 
important side effect of  nationwide consultations is that it may help to reform the institutions, 
develop civil society and enhance  the democratization process: the public’s awareness of the 
government’s commitments may be improved. 
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By July 2000, eight countries had qualified for assistance under the terms of HIPC-I 2, and 
twelve more are expected to qualify before the end of 2000. 
 
Once the initiative is launched,  financing the debt relief and an appropriate method of cost--
sharing among all creditors concerned are most important to ensure its success. This and  a 
necessarily common approach to macro-economic development programs requires good 
coordination between them. The net present value of the amount to be cancelled is presently 
estimated at about US$ 28.2 bn. One of the main features of HIPC-I 2 is that it does not provide 
for a one-off cancellation of a certain amount. The debt relief is granted on the date when the 
debt service falls due (interest and/or principal) and it will be determined on a country-to-
country basis at what is known to be the decision point, but it comes into effect only at the 
completion point, once the conditions are fulfilled.  The financing of the whole transaction is not 
at present secured. To preserve their financial integrity, some multilateral development banks 
such as the AfDB will not be able to contribute their fair share to the transaction. Others will 
have to step in for them. 
 
With regard to the European Community, according to an ACP-EC Joint Decision of 8 
December 1999, unallocated EDF resources may be used in the form of grants to meet as a 
creditor the outstanding debt and debt servicing obligations of the first ACP States qualifying 
under the HIPC-I 1 of up to EURO 320 million. As a donor, the Community provides up to 
EURO 680 million for the HIPC TRUST FUND managed by the World Bank. The financing is 
therefore more of an act of South-South solidarity than a genuine European Community 
contribution. 
 
The  World Bank will finance its share  partly  by transferring  amounts of its net income to the 
Trust Fund  and  partly by IDA contributions which, in turn, must be reimbursed. The IMF 
provides Debt relief through special PRGF-HIPC grants. A large amount  is being  made 
available from the profits from off-market gold transactions, approved by the IMF’s Executive 
Board in December 1999. 
 
The debt problem is far from being solved by the HIPC-I, which is, in fact,  an initiative limited 
to the most serious cases of the very poor countries. Other low-income countries and  highly 
indebted middle-income countries may find themselves in a comparable debt situation in the 
near future and will need assistance. Therefore, and in the interest of the creditors as well of the 
financial markets, assistance should be offered to the countries to enable them to manage more 
efficiently their  internal and external debts. An extension of the HIPC-I 2 should be envisaged 
only if when the present debt relief scheme’s funding is secured. 
 
The study draws some conclusions recommending additional support to countries emerging 
from civil wars and suggesting  appropriate  funding of future projects so as to avoid a repetition 
of the debt problem. To create a favourable environment for investment and to avoid  extensive 
capital flight, the governments should take action to restore  confidence in their economies.  It 
appears to be of the utmost importance that Debt relief is not used as a pretext for reducing 
development aid, which may be vital for the survival of the inhabitants of the poorest countries. 
A warning signal  is in fact the widening gap between North and South and the increasing 
inability of weak economies to adapt to the globalization process. The most promising way out 
of the debt problem is indeed an efficient development policy. The EU, being the world’s largest 
donor, and given its Member States' representation in the International Financial Institutions, the 
Paris Club and the Club of London, should play a leading role in initiating debt relief programs. 
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Introduction 

 
The debt burden of the developing countries (DC) is a multidimensional problem with socio-
economic and political implications. It affects the financial markets, the stability and the 
security of entire regions. One should however bear in mind that behind facts, figures and 
financial terms  lies the current misery of  hundreds of millions of human beings and the fate of 
the coming generations as a direct consequence of the debt burden. High levels of external debt 
have been recognised as a serious constraint on the ability of poor countries to pursue a 
sustainable development policy. One easily overlooks the price the poor pay for their country‘s 
debt-servicing. 
 
Various actors are involved and different interests are at stake: the debtors and creditors, which 
can be governments, their agencies or private companies, central banks, public export insurance 
agencies, credit institutions, the International Financial Institutions (IFI) – the World Bank and 
the International Monetary Fund  -  as well as   Regional Development Banks.  
 
The  Third World’s debt  is a problem which has remained unsolved for decades. Various 
attempts in the past never went far enough to allow the heavily indebted countries to make a 
fresh start, whilst some countries or even regions managed, with massive support of interested 
parties, to escape from the debt trap in  extremely short periods of time. This was demonstrated 
in the most recent past in  cases such as Latin America and  the Far East. It reflects the scant 
attention paid  by the international community to the poorest of the globe and shows, on the 
other hand, how quickly and efficiently major crises, involving hundreds of billions of US 
Dollars, can be overcome when solid economic interests of powerful Western countries are at 
stake. The Korean debt crisis (US$ 158 bn) and the one of Brazil (US$ 193 bn) have been 
temporarily solved. The Russian case (US$ 130 bn) has been solved only partially. In total the 
international community most recently committed almost US$ 190 bn  to Thailand, Korea, 
Indonesia, Russia and Brazil. 
 
 

I     Dimension of the External Debt: Amounts and Ratios 
 

• The total foreign indebtedness of the DC continues to grow from 70 bn US$ in 1970 to 609 in 
1980, 1,460 in 1990 and US$ 2,554 bn in 1999 (in current prices). The total includes US$ 98 bn 
of arrears on principal repayments and US$ 41 bn  of arrears on interest1.  
 

• Applying the GNP criterion: The debt corresponds to 10% of their GNP in 1970, 20% in 1980, 
34% in 1990 and 41.5%  in 1999. 71 out of 137 DCs saw this ratio deteriorate between 1993 and 
1998. 
 

                                                 
1 In view of the key position of the World Bank as sole repository for statistics on the external debt of developing 
countries, all the figures  and many facts in this text have been taken from its publications. The figures are from the 
World Bank’s Summary Tables contained in Global Development Finance 2000). 
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• Applying the exports criterion: Debts were equal to 88% of exports in 1980, 163% in 1990 and 
137% in 1999. 
 

• Debt service rose from 13.5% of exports in 1980 to 25.6% in 1985 and fell to 15.9% in 1994. 
By 1999 it had risen to 18.7%. The amount of debt service is illustrated by the fact that  out of 
the total amount of US$ 20 bn disbursed in the 1990s by the World Bank to HIPCs in net 
transfers, US$ 10 bn were used for  debt-service. 
 

A    Key Figures of  the Developing Countries‘ Indebtedness as per End 1990 and 1999 
       (in billion US$)1 
 

           1990      1999 

 
Total debt Stocks:       1,460.3    2,554.0 
Long-term debt (1):      1,181.1    2,070.7 
Short-term debt (2):         244.6       402.3  
Use of IMF credit:           34.7         81.0 
 
Public and publicly guaranteed long-term debt:  1,115.6    1,580.1 
Private non-guaranteed:           65.5       490.6 
 
Disbursements:          137.2       246.0 
 
Principal repayments:           93.7       214.1 
Interest payments:            70.5       135.3 
 
Net flows on debt (3):           60.0         20.7 
Grants:              28.2         26.4 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
(1) of which 345.7 multilateral, 529.7 bilateral and 704.6 private creditors in 1999) 
(2) of which 52.7  interest on arrears in 1990 and 40.7 in 1999) 
(3) in 1980: the net flows amounted to US$ 111 bn ! 

 
Comments:  
The  75% increase in total debt over the 9 years from 1990 to 1999 should be noted. A positive 
sign is the increase in private, non guaranteed long-term debt, from US$ 65.5 bn to US$ 501.1 
bn in the same period of time. The proportion of non-guaranteed private  debt declined from 
11% to 4 % betweeen 1980 and 1990 and has since risen to almost 20%. 
 

                                                 
1 see Annex I and II. 
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B    Geographical Distribution of Total Debt Stock 
       (in billion US$) 
 

        1990    1999 
East Asia and Pacific     274.1    659.4                            
Europe and Central Asia     220.4    485.9 
Latin America and the Caribbean   475.9    792.7 
Middle East and North Africa    183.2    214.2 
South Asia       129.9    170.7 
Sub-Saharan Africa     176.9    231.1 
 

C    Indebtedness in Relation to the Country-Classification
1
 

 
Severely indebted low-income countries  264.1    361.7 
Severely indebted middle-income countries 314.1    531.2 
Moderately indebted low-income countries  151.4    191.6 
Moderately indebted middle-income countries 357.8    700.0  
 

D    Indebtedness of Selected Developing or Transition Countries as per End 1998  
       (in billion US$)2 
 
Brazil    232,0     India   98,2 
Russian Federation 183,6     Philippines  47,8          
Mexico    156,0     Malaysia  44,7  
China    154,6     Chile   36,3        
Indonesia    150,9     Pakistan  32,2 
Argentina    144,05    Egypt   32,0        
Korea    139     Algeria  30,6  
Turkey    102,0     Nigeria  30,3 
 
Comment: 
The absolute amount is not really meaningful. Brazil’s indebtedness alone, for instance, is 
considerably higher than all the highly indebted poor countries‘ (HIPCs) together (US$  232 bn 
against US$ 206  bn). Account has to be taken of additional criteria such as  debt stock in 
relation to exports (dependence on one or more commodities and their price-volatility), GNP, 
revenue, the debt structure (long-term and short-term) and  maturity. 
 
 

II     Main Features of the External Debt 
 
The large foreign currency debt stock makes the DC  vulnerable to the volatility of global  
financial and commodities markets. Outstanding external public and publicly guaranteed 
liabilities  currently amount to more than two and a half times the DCs‘ international reserves. 
Sixty percent are at floating rates and 20 % of overall liabilities are short term, with a maturity 

                                                 
1 see Annex VI-XVIII. 
2 see Annex  III-V. 
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of less than one year. Despite the high risks involved, 70% of sovereign borrowers in DC do not 
hedge their interest or exchange rate exposures. 
 

A    Creditors 
 
The  big increase in international debt in the 1970s is due to private credits (long-term debt held 
by private creditors rose from 47% to 61% in 1980; 49% in 1990 and 58% in 1999), whilst 
during the 1980s the public sector stepped in, as private financial flows slowed down1: 
- multilateral institutions (12% to 18% in 1990 and 17% in 1999) 
- bilateral creditors; from 41% in 1970 to 29% in 1980, 33% in 1990 and 29% in 1999)  
 
B    Structure 

 
In 1980 less than 5% of the private debt was in the form of (negotiable) bonds. At the end of the 
1990s, around 41% was held in this form which entailed a larger group of creditors much more 
difficult for debtor countries to deal with for relief purposes. The proportion of bank loans has 
fallen sharply. As a consequence, a larger market of negotiable instruments containing 
"difficult" country-risks has been created which may be attractive for individual banks 
specialising in these risks and willing to purchase the bonds (at a  discount rate). 
 
C    Balance of "Net Transfers on Debt" 

 
The balance between all movements of funds related to debt was positive  during the 1970s, 
became negative after 1982 (because of the lack of new funding), became again positive in the 
first half of the 1990s, as private flows resumed, but turned negative again with an outflow of 
US$ 114.6 bn in 1999. This is partly due to the East-Asian crisis but in fact all regions of the DC 
had negative debt transfers in 1999. 
 

 

III     Capital Market Flows             
 
The capital market flows reflect the debt situation of the DC. It is essential for them to regain 
access to the international capital markets and to restore their creditworthiness from the private 
sector’s point of view. In terms of foreign financing one must, however, bear in mind the risks 
posed by volatile private capital flows and short-term money. Long-term capital and FDI 
constitute a better safeguard against this external vulnerability.  The large, sudden and prompt 
withdrawal following a crisis of confidence due to weaknesses in their financial sector 
contribute to the difficult financial situation of  DCs. The magnitude of the problem was 
compounded by large contemporaneous outflows of residents‘ capital. These two interdependent 
phenomena underline the importance of the creation of a strong national capital market. 
 
Following the East-Asian financial crisis in 1997, emerging markets had limited access to 
international capital markets. Debt commitments (bonds and syndicated loans) to DC dropped to 
US$ 12 bn  a month in the second half  of 1998, compared with US$ 18 bn in the first half, 
secondary market spreads soared. In 1998 private capital flows to DC from all sources fell to 
US$ 227 bn from 299 bn in 1997 (there was, however, a sevenfold increase  since 1990 due to 

                                                 
1 see Annex I and II. 
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strengthened macroeconomic stability and improved performance of the public sector). Foreign 
direct investment (FDI) held up (2/3 of the increase in worldwide FDI between the late 1980 and 
1990 went to DCs), but flows from capital markets (bonds, bank loans and portfolio equity) 
collapsed to US$ 72 bn  in 1998 from 136 bn in 1997. This has to be seen against the US$ 30 bn  
increase in total net long-term flows to DC  being offset by higher capital outflows (which are 
partly illegal and whose total amount is difficult to assess due to the lack of administrative 
structures for proper monitoring), amounting to about 30% /GDP (according to the  World 
Bank‘s estimate in 1993 for DC as a group (in some regions like Sub-Saharan Africa as much as 
90% of GDP), about US$ 20 bn a year1. 
 
FDI has been much more resilient than other forms of private capital inflows in response to the 
financial crisis and is expected to remain the dominant source of external finance for  DCs 
(significant increase in 1999 in Tanzania (US$ 154 million), Angola (US$ 325 million) and 
Uganda (US$ 151 million). The share of FDI in long-term private flows to DC is steadily 
increasing (middle-income countries: 69.1%, top 10 countries: 72.8 %, China 89.4% in 1998). 
 
In Sub-Saharan Africa, aggregate net resource flows declined from 19 bn  in 1997 to US$ 17 bn 
in 1998. Net official finance (grants and loans) remained at 12 bn but has fallen by 5 bn since 
1990 (a 50% cut in real terms). Net private flows fell from 7 to US$ 6 bn and net private debt 
flows rose from zero to US$ 600 million. 
 
By way of comparison one should note that to the DCs in East Asia and the Pacific in 1998 went 
US$ 96 bn net flows, more than half of which to China (4/5 as equity flows); to Europe and 
Central Asia: US$ 49, to Latin America US$ 83, the Middle East and North Africa 18 and South 
Asia: US$ 12 bn. 
 
 

IV     Aid Flows to DCs 
 
Aid continued to fall in 1998, in a period when reforms enable countries to use aid more 
efficiently. A better allocation of aid might compensate for the reduction. 
- Official development assistance in 1997 fell by 6% in real terms to its lowest level since 

1981 (in nominal terms US$ 39,1 bn). Sub-Saharan Africa received 39.2%. The biggest 
single donors are Japan (US$ 9.4 bn in 1997), followed by the USA (6.2 bn), France (6.3 
bn) and Germany (5.9 bn).  ODA flows from the G7 countries have declined by US$ 5.2 bn 
(12%) since 1995 and amount only to 0.28% of their combined GNP. The prospects for a 
recovery  are poor, due to the increasing scarcity of fiscal resources. 

 
- Net concessional flows remain low (US$ 32.7 bn in 1998, US$ 12 bn below the 1990 

level). Grants amounted to 23,0 and loans to US$ 9,7 million. The net disbursements to all 
DC totalled only 1/6 of the amounts pledged under rescue packages to Indonesia, Brazil, 
Korea, Russia and Thailand. 

 
 

                                                 
1 Global Development Finance, Analysis and Summary Tables, 1999, p. 25. 
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V     Origins of the Debt Crisis 
 
Since 1970 as much as 56 balance of payments crises, accompanied by some 35 cases of debt 
restructuring, have taken place. The so-called debt crisis broke out when, in 1982, Mexico 
declared a unilateral moratorium, followed shortly afterwards by Brazil. In July 1985 Peru’s 
President Alan Garcia announced that his country would dedicate only 10% of its export 
earnings to  debt-servicing. But for decades  the Third World debt has been building up  without 
ever being addressed properly. It must be emphasized that the problem arose when the build-up 
of large amounts of debt coincided with a slowdown of economic growth. While 1982  was a 
crisis of the biggest debtors, at present, many countries are in a difficult debt situation. 
 
The reasons are  external and internal: 
 
A    External Reasons 

 
Following the first oil crisis in 1973, huge amounts of petrodollars searched for investments and 
many banks  extended credits to developing countries excessively generously and  without the 
necessary risk assessment and precautions. The mere search to increase the lending portfolio  
led to a sensibly higher proportion of bad risks. In some cases the debt burden rose to 
unsustainable amounts, especially when the agreed floating interest rates increased sharply 
following the tight monetary policy to combat inflation.  
 
At the same time commodity prices fell as a consequence of lower demand  (the loss in 15 years 
from the late 70s is estimated at about US$ 250 bn). Many developing countries were caught in 
a real debt trap. They had to borrow money to cover the lack of export earnings to restore the 
balance of payments situation and became major debtors to the IFI, as monetary flows into the 
DC slowed down. Despite a valuable FDI increase, this situation broadly persists. The IFI 
themselves and various development banks bear a share of responsibility by lending money 
without proper risk assessment and monitoring. Beneficiary countries trusting in the 
appropriateness of projects saw their debts increase without  receiving the expected return on the 
investment to repay the loan, where a grant would have been the better source of financing. 
Furthermore, the rescheduling or servicing of private and bilateral debt on much stricter terms 
than the original debt triggered the outflow of funds.  Because of the very nature of long-term 
loans (with up to ten-year grace periods)  the  Boards of many financial institutions turned a 
blind eye to the actual levels of indebtedness.  
 
B    Internal Reasons 

 
To a large extent, the debt was the result of imports insured by public insurance schemes of the 
exporting countries, thereby becoming a public bilateral debt. Quite frequently the borrowed 
funds went into pure consumption or unproductive investments, prestige projects, the purchase 
of arms or merely served the leaders and their corrupt entourage, not seldom  with the full 
knowledge of the exporters. (Recently, at the time when debt relief to Uganda was decided, the 
Ugandan President bought a new presidential plane for US$ 37 million.) This was compounded 
by deficient institutions, bad financial and economic management and the lack of democratic 
control and auditing and, as a consequence, a continuous capital exodus. Some national budgets 
depend up to 75% on official development aid (ODA) which stabilize economic inefficiency by 
taking off the pressure for adjustment, instead of reducing it.  
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A link between aid and faster growth is difficult to prove. Often poor countries with huge 
amounts of aid do no better than those who receive little aid. In the past 50 years rich countries 
have disbursed about 1 trillion US$ aid to DCs which in most cases made no contribution to 
growth, in many cases because of the weak absorption capacity because of inadequate 
institutions and policies in the following areas: budgetary balance, sound administration and 
economic management (low inflation), investment into infrastructure, health and education,  
private business, foreign investment. 
 
 

VI     Consequences of the Debt Burden 
 
The absolute amount of foreign debt is not a serious problem as long as a country can meet its 
debt service obligations on time without compromising its development. Real GNP over the last 
20 years in DC was at average 5% against 3 % in industrialized countries, which shows that 
higher indebtedness in itself  does  not necessarily impede economic growth.  But heavy 
indebtedness for the financial community is a signal that investing in certain countries 
constitutes  a risk as they are potentially  unable or unwilling to repay their debts. As a 
consequence they are cut off from the financial markets or pay significantly higher interest rates.   
This precisely is the case with a large number of  DCs. As the UN Secretary General Kofi 
Annan once said: "debt is a millstone around the neck of Africa", leaving the countries no 
chance for development. The negative consequences are also numerous for the creditors, 
particularly the IFI whose financial strength and asset portfolio quality could be affected: The 
World Bank borrows from the capital markets and the Fund is accountable through the 
collective guarantee of the availability of drawing rights to its members. In addition, the debt 
burden adversely affects the financial markets in general. 
 
Particular consequences for the debtors are as follows: 
- reduced creditworthiness limiting further foreign currency loans and investments and  

triggering capital exodus. A high debt service burden is  considered by potential investors as  
a mortgage on the future revenue of a country. A high level of indebtedness  cuts  a country 
off the normal international exchanges: it is threatened by marginalisation. 

 
- High debt service (on average 40% of HIPC government budgets) impedes economic and 

social development by diverting essential resources away from investment into the renewal 
of capital stock and equipment for the production of basic goods and the satisfaction of basic 
social needs such as food, health services and education following severe budget cuts to 
stabilize the economy. In Sub-Saharan Africa, one third of 125 million children are out of 
school, some African HIPCs spend more on debt service than on education and health, 
though the actual payment often falls far short of the debt service due. (e.g. Mozambique‘s 
debt service of 1998 was US$ 396 million. Actually, the country paid only US$ 104 million 
and spent US$ 120 million on health and education). 

 
- De-industrialisation following low investment and renewal of equipment leads to increased 

exports of commodities instead of manufactured goods which implies a higher vulnerability 
to price fluctuations making the profitability of exports uncertain. 
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- the pressure to generate foreign exchange results in export–led economies producing cash-

crops at the expense of the traditional and more economic production for domestic supply. 
Monocultures, poverty, social tensions and the uprooting of the rural population are the 
consequences. The countries‘ resources are sold off cheaply. 

 
 

VII     Basic Concepts relating to Third World Debt 

 
A    External Debt 

 
The main categories are official or private sector, bilateral or multilateral debt, short-term or 
long-term debt. It may be classified as debt provided at concessional rates (e.g. 0.7 %) for 
development purposes or provided  in the form of non-bank export credits, for ex. for insured 
exports. 
 
B    Net Present Value (NPV) 

 
The net present value is the actual value of a sum due in the future. Given the frequently agreed 
very long repayment periods (up to 20 to 5o years) and the preceding grace periods (periods of 
normally up to ten years, when no reimbursement takes place but only interest is payable)  the 
notion of the net present value is extremely important to assess the debt burden properly. In 
view of inflation, of the uncertainty of reimbursement and the various actual alternatives for 
investment, a given sum of money is worth more now than in future. Normal interest rates do 
not compensate for this. The present value of money due in the future is calculated by 
discounting the sum of money (repayment instalments plus interest) by a rate of interest 
equivalent to the rate at which it could be invested (discount rate). The NPV is the sum required 
to be invested at the prevailing interest rates in order to generate the  amount of money 
equivalent to the debt payments over future years. 
 
Whenever the interest rate on a loan, because of its concessional nature, is lower than the market 
rate, the NPV of debt is smaller than its face value. The NPV reflects more correctly the exact 
debt burden as the degree of concessionality is taken into account. 
 
C    Classification of Countries and their Socio-Economic Performance 

 
The World Bank’s Debtor Reporting System  classifies 136 low and middle income countries 
according to their level of indebtedness by comparing the ratio of the present value of the total 
debt-service to GNP and the ratio of the present value of the total debt-service to exports which 
provide the necessary foreign currency for servicing the external debt. If either of these ratios 
exceeds 80% for the NPV of debt servicing to GNP or 220% of the NPV of debt servicing to 
exports, the country is classified as severely indebted.  
 
A country with at least one ratio which is 3/5 of the critical value (i.e. 48% concerning GNP and 
132 % concerning exports) is classified as moderately indebted. Countries with both ratios 
below  3/5 value are considered less indebted. Countries are low income countries if the GNP of 
1995 per capita is US$ 765 or less and  middle-income countries if GNP is more than US$ 765 
but less than US$ 9 386. 
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1.   6 traditional categories: 

SILICs: severely indebted low-income countries 
SIMICs: severely indebted middle-income countries 
MILICs: moderately indebted low-income countries 
MIMICs: moderately indebted middle-income countries 
LILICs: less indebted low income-countries 
LIMICs: less indebted middle-income countries 
  
2.   HIPCs: 

The category of Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPCs), primarily Sub-Saharan countries, has 
been introduced in 1996 by the so-called HIPC-initiative (HIPC-I) proposing a concerted debt 
relief action of major international creditors for originally 41 countries 32 of which  are SILICs1. 
 
 

VIII     Debt relief and its Implications 
 

A    The Situation of the Financial Markets and Fair and Equal Treatment of Debtors 
 

Fundamentally,  the principle of pacta sunt servanda must prevail to preserve the proper 
functioning of the financial markets. The taxpayer may be patient for a long time. Normally he 
is not even aware of  the enormous misuse and waste of public money invested in corrupt 
regimes for some political reasons. The individual lender and the financial markets are much 
less patient: they request higher lending rates as a compensation for the greater risk. Particularly 
the bail-out of private risks with public money and even more the misuse of development funds 
for this purpose should be stopped. 
 
The major international lending banks‘ financial soundness is in the interest of the creditor 
countries‘ governments. Equally, the debtor countries have an interest in the orderly 
restructuring of loans. A default on one loan may result in others falling due as well, according 
to normal banking practice. The whole economy of a country may be seriously affected  by a 
series of defaults. 
 
Debt relief makes sense if the likelihood that the remaining debts be repaid increases or if other 
goals such as enhancing a country’s  development are pursued. But relief may well open a 
Pandora’s box which the creditors prefer to keep shut. Simple debt relief is no incentive for 
economic and institutional  reforms and the problem may be repeated if structural weaknesses 
are not properly addressed. The spirit of a permanent beneficiary status, whereby new credits 
and new cancellations are expected, might well develop in future. And it might be difficult to 
resist requests for similar treatment by other countries. Therefore debt relief should normally be 
granted and implemented by  taking action on the underlying structural situation and in a way  
perceived to be fair by those countries which do not benefit therefrom. For similar 
reasons,concerted action between the creditors is necessary to ensure equal treatment of the 
debtor countries. The EU as the largest development aid donor worldwide should take a leading 
role in this context. 
 
 

                                                 
1 see Annex XIX. 
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B    Linking Debt relief to Economic Reforms 

 

It appears barely consistent to continue  granting loans when accumulating arrears further 
increase the indebtedness and the uncertainty for repayment where not only a country’s liquidity 
but also its solvency are uncertain. How can a country produce the part of GNP needed for 
repayment when its financial and economic abilities are strangulated? Debt relief, at least an 
orderly restructuring, may well be in the debtor’s and the creditor’s economic interest because a 
country’s default on one loan may trigger an avalanche of problems beyond control. 
 
It is equally inconsistent to grant development aid and to insist at the same time on 
reimbursements exceeding by far the actual development aid and leaving the population no 
perspective. Eurodad1 has calculated that 620 million people living in SILIC countries would 
have to work 112 days to earn enough to pay off the official bilateral debt they owe to the G7 
countries, whilst about 66o million people living in the G7 countries would have to work only 
one day to earn the equivalent amount, which gives an idea of the latter’s small effort to achieve 
the same effect.   
 
Therefore, instead of simply insisting on the full compliance  with loan agreements leaving the 
countries with the burden as a means of pressure for the necessary institutional and economic 
reforms, the better alternative is to support actively such reforms and to grant relief to an 
appropriate extent. Awareness has grown that simply rescheduling the debt-service is not 
sufficient and that  outright cancellation is needed. This may well be accompanied by an 
additional financial support. In this regard,  domestic policy viewpoints within the DC need to 
be taken into account: the implementation of painful reforms, where severe budget cuts are 
involved, is more easily acceptable if debt remission is in prospect and  people have not the 
impression of working only to line the pockets of the already wealthy creditors. 
 
Thus increasing consideration is being given to the destiny of the people, the country’s chances 
for development and  continued business with the debtor countries. This logically leads to the 
idea of linking debt remission to institutional and economic reforms  which, in the long run, 
could improve the country’s overall situation so as to increase self-reliance in the production of 
basic consumption goods  and to attract foreign direct investment  to replace lending money. 
Debt relief granted in this way can be a leverage for guaranteeing a long term success  for the 
development. 
 
C    "Odious debt" 

 

To justify  the request for debt cancellation the "odious debt" objection was raised whenever 
democratically elected governments refused to recognise debt incurred by previous 
undemocratic governments. Even more so when there was collusion with foreign suppliers 
exploiting specifically these undemocratic structures by selling useless or excessively costly 
equipment and/or by bribing developing countries‘ leaders. While acknowledging the principle 
of being loyal to a contract, this bears the question why  a country’s whole population should be 
accountable for a few people’s dubious behaviour possibly on both sides of the bargain. These 
were "debts contracted by a regime", not by a nation.  
 
 

                                                 
1 Eurodad, World Credit Tables, 1996, p.13. 
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D    Consequences of Debt relief 

 

1   Consequences for the Debtor 

Provided that the specific reasons for the relief measures are accepted by the financial markets 
(mainly as far as the private investor is concerned) and are not simply considered as a proof of 
insolvency excluding the country from the market for a long time, the borrowing capacity of a 
country  may improve when part of its burden is taken off.  Investment may equally increase and  
the capital exodus might stop: the overall balance of payments situation will improve and 
international commerce can take off again. 
 

2   Consequences for the Creditor’s Accounts 

Both public and private claims have to be written off if the debt is unpayable, according to 
prevailing accounting principles1. Determining whether a debt is unpayable, is a rather arbitrary 
exercise. By cancelling truly unpayable debt, the public (or private) accounts therefore do not 
incur any further cost. Writing-off a claim would reduce the bank’s profits. In most cases private 
lenders, in accordance with legislation, have made provisions for bad debt. An incentive may be 
the applicable tax regime allowing for lower taxable profits. In order to avoid evidence of the 
banks‘ willingness to accept the debtor countries‘ inability to repay, such provisions are not 
made public. Any repayment would be considered as extraordinary entry or profit. If payable 
debt is cancelled, government’s (or the private company’s) receipts will be reduced accordingly. 
In the case of insured export guarantees the debtor’s failure to pay entails a payment to the 
exporter and  corresponding costs to the  public treasury. At the same time, the  guarantor 
receives a claim on the government of the debtor country. 
 
Cancelling multilateral debt, payable or unpayable, does not entail direct public expenditure for 
the various creditors as the multilateral institutions carry the costs of their own capital reserves, 
but  the necessity for financial replenishment may arise at an earlier stage. This could be 
provided by contributions from shareholders or by other means, e.g. by gold sales held by 
themselves. For any loss which cannot be covered by its reserves, the World Bank would have 
to call the part of capital not yet paid in by its members. 
 

 

IX     Different Forms of Debt relief 
 
The main forms are rescheduling, refinancing, buying back and outright debt cancellation. 
A timely and mutually agreed moratorium allows time to negotiate orderly restructuring instead 
of outright default which is in no one’s interest. Import financing of vital goods can continue 
smoothly. Common characteristics of  more recent methods are: 
 
- the conversion of already granted loans to securities which are easier to trade and which are 

sold  at prices different from their nominal values;  
- the existence of a secondary (unofficial) debt market, where debt is exchanged at a discount 

value taking into account the risk of default (about US$ 12 bn are traded this way annually). 
 

                                                 
1 see Mick Hillyard, Cancellation of Third World Debt, Research Paper 98/81, House of Commons, UK, p. 17. 
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A    Debt Rescheduling 

 
Debt repayments are deferred,  resulting in a temporary relief. The debtor country  pays interest 
on the amount rescheduled. In the case of a concessional rescheduling the net present value of 
the debt is reduced as a result of negotiating a lower interest rate. If the rescheduling is non-
concessional, the debtor is only given more time to reimburse the loan. In 1998 reschedulings 
took place for an amount of US$ 24 bn in favour of Korea and for US$ 80 bn for Indonesia. 
 
B    Debt Refinancing  
 
New money is provided as either a grant or a loan to enable the country to repay its debt. 
Refinancing may take place at the occasion of rescheduling a loan. It may be provided on 
concessional terms. 
 

C    Debt Buy-Back 

 

Donors purchase all or part of a debtor country’s outstanding commercial debt from its creditors 
at an agreed (that is a reduced) price. The debtor country itself can purchase such debts as well, 
which actually requires liquidity but brings the debt burden down. In July 1998, Guinea 
completed such a deal sponsored by the IDA, the concessional wing of the World Bank, 
cofinanced by Switzerland, France and Norway. The buy-back price was set at 13 cents per US 
Dollar of the principal debt. The operation extinguished US$ 130 million of commercial bank 
claims. 
  
D    Commodity Swap  
 
Part of a country’s debt is exchanged for merchandise, yet this is a seldom used method because 
of disagreement on the type of products to be included. In addition, it might trigger competition  
against the best clients of developing countries. 
 

E    Debt Equity Swap 

 

Part of the debt is exchanged for an asset in the country (enterprises, concessions, land and 
buildings. This measure can be accompanied by privatization programmes. Such swaps were 
made in Latin America (the biggest one in Chile), Philippines, Nigeria and Morocco. 
 

F    Debt-for-Development Swaps 

 

An international organization (usually an NGO) purchases sovereign debt in the secondary 
market at a significant discount. Then the debt is exchanged at par or at a prearranged discount 
(the redemption price to be negotiated with the central bank of the debtor country). The funds 
are used for a development project approved by the country and managed by the NGO. Unicef  
pioneered these deals. New York Bay has swapped US$ 661 million since 1991, of which 285.5 
were for Mexico, 157.9 for Nigeria  and 87.2 for Zambia in 1998. 
 
G    Debt Forgiveness  -  Debt Cancellation 

 
Hereby the net present value of the official debt is reduced to zero (in the case of total debt 
cancellation). 
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H    Currency-Denomination  
 
The loan, initially denominated in a foreign currency, is converted to a new loan denominated in 
the currency of the debtor’s country. This method can be considered a relief in so far as the 
availability of foreign currency is not  necessary. 
 
A debt-swap is not a relief measure: a bank exchanges a loan to a specific country for another 
loan. A reason may be to readjust the portfolio and to improve debt management. For the same 
reason "relending", whereby the initial lender transfers his claims to somebody else, is not a 
relief method. 
 
 

X     International Bodies dealing with the Debt Problem 
 
The destiny of the highly indebted countries lies in the hands of the IFI and the G7 (for political 
recommendations and commitments), in particular  the major creditors, that is Japan, Germany, 
France and the USA. The G7 countries are creditors in respect of 62% of bilateral official claims 
on the poorest countries and are committed to grant a 100% debt relief (except the more recent 
claims to preserve the countries‘ creditworthiness). The appropriate international decisional fora 
for dealing with the debt question are the Interim Committee of the IMF, the Development 
Committee of the World Bank, the Paris Club (where the G7 have a major position) and the 
Club of London. 
 

A    Paris Club  

 

The Paris Club is competent  for official bilateral claims or guarantees on  claims on  
governments or public entities (with governmental guaranty) of developing countries in case of 
non-payment on the debtor country’s request. 70% of all bilateral debts are owed to the Paris 
Club creditors, most of which are export credits. 
 
The Paris Club, an informal body, consists of 19 permanent members belonging to the OECD; 
Russia is a Club member since 1997. Non-habitual creditor countries such as Brazil, South 
Africa or Koweit can attend with the permanent members‘ assent. The French  treasury provides 
the permanent secretariat. To make the debt relief effective, debtor countries must sign bilateral 
implementing agreements with each creditor. 
 
Since 1956, when Argentina met with its creditors for rescheduling their debt, the  Paris Club or 
ad hoc committees have agreed on 308 reschedulings concerning 77 countries. US$ 350 bn have 
been rescheduled since 1983. The peak years have been the early 1990s and 1995-97. Until 
1987 only reschedulings, no cancellation took place. The Club’s aim was to  obtain  full 
reimbursement. 
 
The normal procedure is that representatives of international organisations such as the IFI, of the 
relevant regional development bank and of Unctad are invited to make an introductory 
statement. 
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The following principles apply: 
 
- Only countries which have agreed on an IMF programme are eligible 
- The decisions are taken by consensus 
- Equal treatment among the creditor countries must be ensured, whereby no less favourable 

conditions should be granted to the debtor than those agreed by consensus. At the same time 
the debtor country   undertakes the commitment to search for a comparable treatment by all 
public non-Paris- Club members or private creditors  to the terms agreed by consensus. 

- decisions are taken on a case-by-case basis to allow for adaptation to the specific situation of 
each debtor. 

 
In most cases the consolidation period is one year. Only recently, the creditor countries have 
agreed to extend the debt rescheduling to 2 or 3 years corresponding to a pluriannual agreement  
with the IMF (along the lines of SAF and ESAF) so as not to increase the number of 
consolidations. 
 
Countries benefiting from the Houston terms or from a concessional treatment can apply for the 
conversion  of the debt into an environment protection project or an investment project in local 
money. For private loans the normal limit is between 20% or 15-30 million SDR (Special 
Drawing Rights)  and 30% or 40 million SDR. 
 
Traditionally, the repayment period for consolidated loans cannot exceed 10 years, with a 4-5 
year grace period. But the poorest countries benefit from periods of up to 40 years if official 
development aid is concerned. 
 
On 15 December 1994 the members of the  Paris  Club agreed on the so-called Naples 
Treatment already applying to 33 countries: the cancellation is at least 50% and can even reach 
67% for the poorest and most indebted countries. In the case of economic recovery the definitive 
exit out of the external debt situation can be envisaged. 
 
In November 1996, the Paris Club agreed to increasing the debt remission of the poorest highly 
indebted countries to 8o%,  in parallel to multilateral institutions to provide a stock-of-debt 
operation at the end of the consolidation period1.    
 
In 1998 the following countries obtained a restructuring of their official debt from the Paris 
Club: Uganda (US$ 148 million Senegal (US$ 428 million), Rwanda, (US$ 54 million), Central 
African Republic  (US$ 23 million) and Côte d’Ivoire (US$ 1.4 bn). 
 

B    Club of London 

 

The Club of London is competent for dealing with private claims in case of repayment 
problems. On an ad hoc basis, a committee constituted by private creditors with no permanent 
secretariat, is set up to agree on debt relief mostly at the debtors‘ requests. Mainly three types of  
debt are dealt with: government loans, foreign currency liabilities of banks, and of enterprises in 
developing countries. Claims of international banks against governments of developing 
countries have been rescheduled in the past and private liabilities have been cancelled in the 
context of the Brady Initiative. Private claims are presently only 1% of total claims. At present, 

                                                 
1 see Annex XX. 
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as a rule, private banks do not extend any more such credits whenever they concern the 
financing of budget deficits which is not considered as a financially  sound  banking activity. 
But international credit institutions function as intermediaries for loans borrowed by 
governments which are placed with private investors. Normally short-term credits are not 
rescheduled, as this would damage the debtor’s creditworthiness. Exceptions from this rule were 
made during the East-Asian crisis  in 1998. The equal treatment principle applies: all creditors 
are treated in the same way. 
 

C    IDA Debt Reduction Facility 

 

The IDA Debt Reduction Facility was established in 1989 to assist "IDA-countries" in reducing 
or restructuring their commercial debt. To date the World Bank has transferred US$ 300 million 
from its IBRD income. The funds from the Facility are made available on a grant basis to allow 
for a maximum debt reduction. Eligible debt under the Facility guidelines is medium and long-
term commercial debt as well as short-term debt which has been in arrears. Debt reduction is 
realized by by way of cash buy-backs at significant discounts. Since 1989, seventeen 
transactions have been concluded. In total, US$ 3.72 bn of principal in external commercial debt 
and more than US$ 2.7 bn of associated interest arrears and penalties have been cancelled1. 
 

 

XI     Various Initiatives and Terms of Debt relief 
 

A    Toronto Terms 

 

These terms were adopted in 1988 following the Toronto G7 summit: one third of some of the 
poorest  countries‘ debt towards the Paris Club is cancelled and the remainder is rescheduled at 
a commercial interest rate over 25 years. 
 

B    Brady Plan of 1989 

 
The banks had to write off 1/3 of the interest and received instead "Brady bonds" guaranteed by 
the US Government, the World Bank, the IMF (each to the amount of US$ 12 bn) and Japan’s 
Export-Importbank. 26 countries participated which led to a recovery of the secondary market. 
As a  long-term result, the IFI averted default by lending more than which was owed to them 
and the risk was shifted from commercial to bilateral or multilateral creditors. In 1993, after an 
extended period of suspended payments starting in 1987, Brazil negotiated a final rescheduling 
accord under the Brady Plan guidelines and restructered US$ 52 bn in debt. 
 

C    Trinidad Terms/ London Terms of  December 1991 

 
Debt- relief on payments falling due over the agreed consolidation period would be increased to 
50%. The creditors undertook to take action on the country’s debt after 3-4 years, subject to 
economic and financial reforms. 
 

                                                 
1 see Annex XXI. 
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D    Naples/Full Trinidad Terms of July 1994  

 
These terms were adopted following the G7 summit, providing up to 67% debt relief.  In 
addition, the option of a 67% reduction in the stock of official bilateral debt  owed by the 
poorest (US$ 500 or less per capita income) most indebted countries (NPV to export ratio of 
350% or more) with a good record of economic reform and debt servicing over at least 3 years, 
is offered. The remaining eligible poorest, most indebted countries are granted a 50% reduction. 
At the end of 1996 more than 20 countries benefited from these terms. 
 
E    Lyon Terms  

 

In November 1996, the modalities for increasing Debt relief to 80% reduction in NPV for 
HIPCs were implemented. 
 
F    Houston Terms 

 
Lower middle income countries are provided with a longer repayment period. 
 

G    "Jubilee 2000" Coalition 

 

In 1996 three  major Christian agencies in Britain and the World Development Movement 
representing about 8 million people launched the „Jubilee 2000 Campaign“ to cancel  unpayable 
debts of the poorest countries in  form of a one-off cancellation and under a fair and transparent 
process. "Jubilee 2000" has put forward a list of 52 eligible countries, whereby 11 countries are 
added to the 41 HIPCs identified by the IFI.  
 
H    Mauritius Mandate 

 

In September 1997, the British government proposed at the Mauritius Commonwealth Finance 
Ministers‘ Conference  a  global solution to the debt problem, whereby at least ¾ of  the 
countries that required HIPC debt relief would have secured decisions on the amount and terms  
and all eligible countries should be in the process of securing debt relief by the year 2000. 
 
I    Birmingham Summit of May 1998  

 
The G8 summit following the "Jubilee 2000" Coalition‘s campaign committed to a shared 
international effort to a rapid and determined extension of debt relief to more countries within 
the terms of the HIPC initiative agreed by the IFI and the Paris Club. In addition, the G8 
encourage countries  who have not yet done so to cancel bilateral debt or reform the least 
developed countries‘ debt. The G8 also agreed on the need to consider ways for debt relief 
mechanisms to release more and earlier resources for essential rehabilitation  for post conflict 
countries. 
 

J    Cairo Action Plan 

 

The Action Plan was agreed on the occasion of the African-European summit, on 3/4  April 
2000. It was agreed to take action on the unsustainable high indebtedness of African countries 
by supporting political reforms and by improving the debt management and to help African 
countries to channel resources coming from Debt relief to poverty reduction strategies. 
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XII     The HIPC Initiative 
 
The most comprehensive debt relief program actually in place is the HIPC-Initiative (HIPC-I) 
for the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPCs). HIPCs, which are primarily Sub-Saharan 
countries, account for nearly 14% of the total population of all DC and 11.5% of all external 
debts but only 3.3% of the total GNP and 4.7% of all exports of DC. 
 
A    The Macroeconomic Environment  

 
After several years of economic growth as a result of improved terms of trade and more efficient 
macroeconomic management, Sub-Saharan Africa experienced a setback in 1998, when 
aggregate growth fell from 3.4% to 2.1% because of intensified civil strife in a number of 
countries, adverse weather conditions and the deteriorated terms of trade for a number of 
products, e.g. oil, gold, copper.  
 

Africa‘s foreign debt increased  during the last decade by 12% annually  (US$ 110 bn in 1980 to 
350 bn in 2000). Official creditors account for 76% of that debt.  
 
Up to 40% of African public revenues are being spent on debt service. It is no coincidence that 
there are higher rates of infant mortality, disease, illiteracy, malnutrition and the lack of 
appropriate infrastructure such as roads and energy. Six out of seven countries pay more in debt 
service than to achieve progress against these evils. The debt therefore has a very tangible social 
impact. According to UNDP, Sub-Saharan countries transfer four times more to the Northern 
creditors than what they spend on health. 
 
A comparison of current debt service payments and concessional assistance illustrates the 
importance of continued aid. The ratio of gross inflows (long-term debt and grants) to debt 
service paid averaged about two-to-one for the HIPCs as a group during the 1990s. 
 

B    Comparison between the HIPC Countries and other DC 

 
Source: Global development finance 1999, The World Bank, P.188, 218 

Debt Data 1980 1990 1998

1. Total Debt Stocks in bn US$
    a) all DC
    b) HIPCS

610
58

1473
189

2465
206

2. Debt Stock/GDP in %
    a) all DC
    b) HIPCS

21
44

34
133

37
122

3. Debt Stock/Exports in %
    a) all DC
    b) HIPCS

85
174

156
503

146
386

4. Debt Service in bn US$
    a) all DC
    b) HIPCS

93 ½
6

164
8

296
7 1/2
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Comments: 
In both categories of countries indebtedness has quadrupled from 1980 to 1998. The 40 HIPCs 
indebtedness  amounts to less than 1/10 of all 150 DC debts. Debt service of all DC increased 
from 1980 to 1998 from US$ 93 bn to US$ 296 bn, whilst the HIPCs debt service increased only 
from US$ 6 to 7 ½ bn! Their debt service is only 2,5% of all DC‘ debt service, but their 
indebtedness is 8,5% of total DC‘ debts due to various reschedulings on a very long term basis, 
which is an indicator for their insolvency rather than low indebtedness! 
 
The debt burden is clearly illustrated by the ratios debt/GDP and debt/exports: In 1998 the ratios 
were 3 ½ or 2 ½ times higher than for the rest of the DC. 
 
C    Objective of the HIPC-Initiative   

 

The objective of the original HIPC-I launched by the IFI in September 1996 and modified in 
1999 (HIPC-I 2) is to bring the (originally) 41  poorest and highly indebted countries‘ debt 
burden to sustainable levels, subject to satisfactory policy performance, so as to ensure that 
adjustment and reform efforts are not put at risk by continued high debt and debt service 
burdens. It  comes on top of the traditional relief mechanisms (mainly Paris Club) but does not 
go beyond sustainable debt levels.  
 
The HIPC-I represents the first ever comprehensive  and co-ordinated effort  by  multilateral 
creditors, the IFI, regional development banks, Paris Club creditors and private creditors to 
realize a more development-oriented debt relief strategy. Hereby it was officially acknowledged 
that despite  considerable remission  of bilateral debt, a large group of countries still had an 
unsustainably high debt. A final escape from constantly recurring debt rescheduling 
arrangements was needed by including the multilateral debt into the relief mesures, if these 
countries‘ efforts to reform and to adjust were not to be permanently hindered. HIPC-I puts an 
end to the fiction that the countries involved are in a position to repay their debts. 
 

D    Credit Status and Market Conditions 

 

For many years prevailed  the principle of "inviolability" of multilateral debts neither to be 
rescheduled nor to be written-off ("preferred creditor status" of multilateral institutions). It is 
specifically the writing-off which adversely affects the preferred creditor’s reputation (IFI loans 
must be reimbursed prior to all other creditors and hence the credit status, which entitles to the 
most advantageous borrowing terms. Concerns therefore were two-fold: The Bank’s financial 
integrity should be preserved and its capacity to respond to future demands were not to be 
affected by the debt relief measure. 
 
It is obvious that any doubts as to the World Banks’s capacity to repay the loans raised on the 
market would necessarily entail a higher interest rate to compensate for the higher risk. 
Borrowers from the World Bank consequently would have to pay higher interest rates. Great 
care must therefore be taken not to disturb the state of the market and not to change its risk 
assessment. Debt relief  in the form of extensive write-off must be an exceptional measure, 
provide a new basis and not jeopardize the relevant countries‘ creditworthiness. While the 
principle is still maintained in theory,  HIPC-I breaks this taboo in practice because of the IFI's 
considerable contribution to the relief scheme. The way of financing however takes fully 
account of  the above considerations. 
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E  The HIPC-I 1 Criterion for Sustainability  

 

The initiative is designed to reduce multilateral, bilateral and commercial debt of HIPCs, 
eligible for concessional assistance from the IMF and the World Bank (less than US$ 760 per 
capita income) over 6 years to a sustainable level. The countries must first fully use  the 
traditional relief measures in order to be eligible. According to the  IFI‘s definition, debts are 
sustainable when a country can meet its current and future obligations in full and on time 
without jeopardizing its economic growth. The criterion for debt sustainability is based on the 
debt-to-exports ratio (ranging between 200% and 250%  for  the NPV (capital + interest,  
discounted at the market rate) and/or ratio of debt-service-to-exports (a range of 20%-25%). 
Debt exceeding this ratio will be cancelled. 11 of the originally 41 relevant countries were ACP 
States. Since the 1997 spring meeting of the IFI, the ratio of debt-to-the-tax revenues has also 
been used. This resulted in an expansion of the number of participating countries (Guyana and 
Côte d’Ivoire were added).  
 
Fluctuations in commodity prices and/or tax revenues obviously have  a significant impact on 
economic and financial performance and the classification of countries: In 1998 the economies 
of many DC slowed down (in Africa, where  33 HIPCs are located: GDP rose by 3,4% in 1997 
and by only 2.1% in 1998) because of the falling commodity prices (the primary commodities 
represent 80% of export earnings in Sub-Saharan countries and prices declined by 7.5% at the 
end of 1998). Further economic slow-down will increase the debt burden on HIPCs. 
 

F    The Original Mechanism (HIPC-I 1)  

 

Debt relief is not automatic. Certain prerequisites regarding the political and economic 
environment must be fulfilled in addition to specific criteria, which would exclude countries like 
Iraq, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and  Somalia, as long as the present situation persists. 
In order to qualify, countries must maintain a strong economic and institutional reform program 
backed by the IFI over 6 years. During the first three years, up to the decision point, the 
countries continue to receive traditional concessional assistance from all relevant donors and 
multilateral institutions as well as debt relief from bilateral creditors. At the decision point, 
creditors examine the debt situation to decide on supplementary relief measures  to bring the 
debt down to a sustainable level. The creditors commit to supplementary relief on the condition 
that the country achieves a second economic adjustment of  three years (completion point). A 
serious obstacle is the prerequisite to have cleared  the arrears at the decision point, which can 
be achieved only by additional indebtedness or rescheduling. But this is common practice of all 
preferred creditors. Recently, the arrears have been included in the base for calculating the 
reduction ratio which is a progress. Chronic arrear countries are the Central African Republic 
(CAR), the Democratic Republic of Congo and Congo. 
 
Once the completion point is reached, assistance is granted as debt service falls due: countries 
receive an 80% reduction of their bilateral non-concessional debt owed to creditor governments. 
The multilateral institutions then use their own funds and contributions from donor governments 
to "top-off" the reduction necessary to achieve a sustainable debt level. However, after 2 ½ 
years only 3 countries (Bolivia, Guyana and Uganda) were receiving full HIPC-I benefits. Four 
others were expected to qualify in the next year (Mozambique, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire and 
Mali). Debt service, however, turned out to be not much lower than in the pre-HIPC-I period. It 
is noteworthy that after the completion point,  the creditors have not any more direct means of 
pressure on the country’s implementation of programs. 
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G    HIPCs according to the Original Programme 

   
They included Angola, Benin, Bolivia, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon, CAR, Chad, Congo, 
Côte d‘Ivoire, Democratic Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, 
Guyana, Honduras, Kenya, Lao PDR, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, 
Mozambique, Myanmar, Nicaragua, Niger, Rwanda, Sao Tomé and Principe, Senegal, Sierra 
Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, Vietnam, Yemen and Zambia. 
(The  figures of Nigeria, Liberia, Sudan and Somalia have been judged  unreliable and could be  
treated  separately.) 
 
-    Ghana is presently not seeking debt relief under HIPC-I. 
- Kenya, Laos, Liberia, Malawi, Somalia and Sudan have not yet made full use of traditional  
      debt relief measures and are therefore not eligible. 
- Debt sustainability analyses are unavailable for Burundi, DR Congo, Liberia and Myanmar. 
 
The majority of the poorest highly indebted countries are ACP countries. The HIPC-I could be 
extended to countries outside the above group. 
 
Additional indebted developing countries as identified by "Jubilee 2000" Coalition are 
Bangladesh, Cambodia, Gambia, Haiti, Jamaica, Morocco, Nepal, Peru, the Philippines and 
Zimbabwe. 
 

H  The  European Parliament’s Position 

 
The European Parliament in its resolution of  16 January 19981 on  structural adjustment and 
debt relief in heavily indebted ACP-States and a proposal for a Council Decision concerning 
exceptional Assistance for heavily indebted ACP-States, welcomed the initiative as an essential 
measure for the HIPCs‘ economic recovery and approved the EC’s participation. However, it 
made the following requests: 
 
- human development and social indicators are to be included in the definition of debt 

sustainability alongside macroeconomic indicators, 
- more flexible and development-oriented criteria must ensure quicker and deeper relief for a 

larger group of countries, 
- the earliest possible relief is to be granted in order to accelerate the economic upturn of the 

HIPCs, 
- a coordinated approach must be made by all participants also with regard to the bilateral 

relief measures, 
- Community assistance is to be given to the countries in their debt management to allow for 

debt service at the lowest possible cost, 
- support measures must be taken for the diversification of their economies to reduce the 

underlying causes of dependence on a few number of commodities, 
- the countries should give undertakings regarding the environment, combating poverty, 

supplying basic needs and other development projects in return for relief measures. 
 
  

                                                 
1 Report Torres Couto, A4-0382/97. 
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While fully supporting the connection between sucessful economic reforms and debt relief, the 
EP emphasised the fight against poverty as being conditional for debt relief with a view to 
channelling the available resources to where they were most needed. Furthermore,  the EP 
proposed to extend the number of HIPCs by taking into account human development and social 
indicators as eligibility criteria and to accelerate the procedure. 
 
 

XIII     The Enhanced HIPC-I (HIPC-I 2) 
 
The HIPC-I 1 framework  was widely considered to be too rigid, limited, too time-consuming 
and did not lead to significant reduced debt-service costs, even for those who were qualifying 
for debt relief. The relieved countries might have easily slipped back into debt distress. Many 
more did not qualify given the narrow limits. Above all, the concept was based entirely on 
macroeconomic projections instead on real human development concerns. Only 4 of 41 
countries had benefited from debt relief and there was no tangible result on poverty reduction. 
As HIPC-I 1‘s "take-off" was very slow,  the period for starting a reform program had to be 
extended by two years. 
 
It took the international community two years to take action on these serious shortcomings of 
HIPC-I 1 despite the widespread concerns expressed by  many experts, mainly NGO specialists 
working on the ground. 
 
The G7 Cologne summit of June 1999 consequently recommended to facilitate and reinforce the 
HIPCs access to the initiative and to establish a linkage with poverty reduction measures which 
introduces an entirely different focus on debt relief. The proposal, endorsed by the IFI  in 
September 1999, aims at providing deeper, broader and faster debt relief on more flexible terms. 
The enhanced initiative implicitly admits the failure of  the former merely macroeconomic-
oriented programmes that considered growth as a panacea.  
 
HIPCs possibly eligible for HIPC-I 2: 
As a result, the initial list of 26 countries, eligible for HIPC-I 1 (Bénin, Bolivia, Burkina Faso, 
Burundi, Cameroon, CAR, Chad, Côte d‘Ivoire, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, 
Guyana, Honduras, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mozambique, Nicaragua, Niger, 
Rwanda, Senegal,  Tanzania, Togo and Uganda) will increase to 36 countries including 
Democratic Republic of Congo, Republic of Congo, Laos, Liberia, Myanmar, Zambia, Sao 
Tomé and Principe, Sierra Leone, Somalia and Sudan.  Three countries (Sudan, Somalia, 
Myanmar and the two Congos and Liberia may, for the foreseeable future, not be considered 
because of their unreliable statistical data, their doubtful political and/or economic environment. 
Other countries have no adjustment program. 
 
The nominal volume of debt relief (repayment and interest) amounts to more than US$ 70 bn: 
20 bn commercial claims of  Paris-Club creditors, 20 bn official development aid, 5 bn claims of 
private creditors and non-Paris Club official creditors and 25 bn claims of the World Bank, the 
IMF, regional development banks and a certain number of small sub-regional multilateral 
creditors. 
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A    Implications of the Enhancement to the Initial HIPC-Framework 

 

1.  A closer link between debt relief, structural adjustment programs and poverty reduction: the 
decision and completion points henceforth depend on the definition of PRSP (Poverty Reduction 
Strategies Papers). The debt relief measures are intended to make available financial resources 
for basic social services. 
 
2. A more significant relief to a greater number of countries by reducing the debt sustainability 
targets (reduction of the NPV debt-to-exports ratio from 200-250% to 150%). In the special case 
of very open economies (with an export-to-GDP ratio above 30%), the exclusive reliance on 
external indicators does not reflect the fiscal burden of external debt. If there is a high debt 
burden in relation to fiscal revenues, despite strong revenue collection (above 15% of GDP), the 
NPV debt-to-exports target may be set below 150%. In such cases, the NPV debt-to-export 
target will be set at a level achieving a 250 % of the NPV  debt-to-fiscal revenues ratio at the 
completion point. 
 
3. Faster relief, whereby, at the decision point, after a 3-years successful program, a                   
decision on the amount of relief of the current debt service is taken. On the completion point, 
after continuous reform efforts, a  decision on the whole debt burden is taken. The procedure is 
faster in that the IFI and other multilateral institutions may provide debt servicing relief during 
the interim period between the decision and completion points. The completion point will 
become floating as the final relief will take place as soon as the HIPCs have met the conditions 
even before the 3-year interim period. 
 
B    The HIPC-I 2 Mechanism 
 
Under the enhanced HIPC-I,  debt alleviation occurs in two phases: 
 
1.  The country must adopt adjustment and reform programs supported by the IMF and the 
World Bank and pursue them for 3 years. During this period, the country will continue to 
receive traditional concessional assistance  from donors and multilateral institutions as well as 
Debt relief from bilateral creditors, including the Paris Club. 
 
At the end of the first phase, the country’s eligibility for debt relief is assessed by a debt 
sustainability analysis (DSA) to determine the current external debt situation. If the country has 
established a satisfactory track record of reform and sound policies through IMF- and World 
Bank supported programs, it has reached the decision point where IMF/World Bank will 
formally decide on a country’s eligibility, the amount and terms of the assistance based on 
actual data. At this stage, the international community will commit to provide sufficient 
assistance by the completion point to achieve debt sustainability. The delivery of assistance 
from IMF/World Bank depends on satisfactory assurances of action by other creditors. 
 
2. After a further track record of good performance under IMF/World Bank-supported 
programs, the  assistance becomes effective and unconditional  (completion point). The length 
of this second period depends on the satisfactory implementation and monitoring of structural 
policy reforms agreed at the decision point, the maintenance of macroeconomic stability and the 
incipient implementation of a Poverty Reduction Strategy („floating completion point“ to ensure  
flexibility and acceleration). Strong performers reach their completion point earlier. Under  
HIPC-I  1 the length of this period was fixed at the decision point. Tangible effects on poverty 
reduction cannot be expected before a longer period of time. The immediate condition therefore 
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is the implementation of a policy aiming at poverty reduction. During this second phase, 
bilateral and commercial creditors are expected to reschedule obligations coming due, with a 
90% reduction in NPV. There was an explicit commitment that ODA debt cancellation would be 
in addition to a reduction of debt sustainability targets of the 15o% NPV debt-to-exports ratio. 
 
HIPC governments, with the introduction of the PRSP, face a new situation as far as their hope 
for early debt relief is concerned. Bearing this in mind and in view of the necessity to cover a 
great variety of specific country cases and to make the HIPC-I a success, the IFI’s approach 
towards procedural  matters and substance is constantly evolving to adapt to the actual "field" 
situation: 
 
Normally all countries must have adopted a PRSP by the decision point and have made progress 
in implementing this strategy for at least one year by the completion point. But in order to 
reduce the tension between the requirement of a proper PRSP (it may take up to 2 years to 
produce a really  widely consultative PRSP) and the need to avoid delays in granting  debt relief, 
the IFI agreed that, as a transitional measure, an interim PRSP (IPRSP) in advance of  the 
consultative procedure, would be sufficient to reach the decision point.  
 
This IPRSP must contain a statement by the government of its commitment to poverty 
reduction, a description of its existing strategy, a 3 years‘ macroeconomic framework and policy 
matrix and a timetable for preparing PRSP including a description of the participatory process.  
 
At the completion point  assistance will be provided in the form of debt-service relief: 
 
- Bilateral and commercial creditors will reduce the  stock of eligible debt of up to 90 % in 

NPV terms, subject to fair burden sharing, with at least comparable action by other bilateral 
and commercial creditors (forgiveness applies to principal and interest). 

 
- Multilateral creditors will further reduce the NPV of their claims (based on an equitable 

action by all creditors) sufficient to reduce the country’s debt to a sustainable level. The IMF 
will provide HIPC relief in the  form of special Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility 
(PRGF) grants to enable the country to meet the debt-service obligations to the IMF. The 
World Bank provides relief through the selective use of IDA grants and allocations.  
IDA and IMF may provide interim relief between the decision and completion points. In the 
case of IDA forgiveness programs,  countries have not to pay 50% of the debt-service due 
during the interim period. 

  
The World Bank estimates suggest that, after the HIPC-I and traditional Debt relief, the NPV of 
public debt in the 33 countries likely to qualify, (estimated at about US$ 90 bn) would be 
reduced by about half and debt-service will amount to only 10% of their export earnings 
(presently between 15 and 25%)1. 
 

C    The Present Situation 

 
By July 2000, eight countries have qualified for assistance under HIPC-I 2 (Bolivia, Burkina 
Faso, Mauritania, Mozambique, Senegal, Tanzania, Uganda and Honduras) with total 

                                                 
1 World Bank Communication of 17 May 2000 in www.worldbank.org/hipc. 
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committed assistance of US$ 15 bn. Mali and Côte d’Ivoire have qualified under HIPC-I 1. 
Bénin will follow soon. Already in May 1999 Guyana had reached the completion point.  
 
Because of the floods which have hit Mozambique, the IDA and the IMF accelerated the 
delivery of debt relief covering this country’s debt service  to the  World Bank and the IMF 
during the next 12 months. Debt service relief for Mozambique, Bolivia and Uganda will total 
8.4 bill $ or 4.3 bill in net present value terms. 
 
Mauritania is eligible for assistance of US$ 1.1 bn in nominal terms (US$ 622 million in NPV 
terms). and Tanzania will receive relief for US$ 3 bn in nominal terms (2 bn NPV terms). 
Honduras and Guinea  could receive nominal debt service relief of US$ 2bn. 
 
In 2000 some 2o countries could qualify for debt relief, the timing depending on progress made 
toward poverty reduction strategies. At the same time, securing sufficient funding to cover the 
increased costs of the enhanced framework  becomes increasingly urgent. 
 
D    List of ACP States potentially eligible for Debt relief under the HIPC-I

1 
 
- Decision point already reached under HIPC-I 1 
Bénin, Burkina Faso, Guyana, Uganda, Côte d’Ivoire, Mali, Mozambique, Senegal. 
 
- Decision point already reached under HIPC-I 2 
Uganda, Mauritania. 
 
-     HIPC-I 2 decision point expected in 2000 
 Tanzania, Mozambique, Senegal, Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Chad, Cöte d’Ivoire, 
Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, Malawi, Mali, Rwanda, Zambia. 
 
- HIPC-I 2 completion point expected in 2000 
Uganda and Bolivia (already reached), Burkina Faso, Mali. 
 
- HIPC-I 2 decision point expected in 2001 or later 
Ethiopia, Ghana, Togo, Congo, Madagascar, Sierra Leone, CAR, Burundi, Niger, Sao Tome & 
Principe, DRC, Liberia, Sudan. 
 
E    Retroactive Cases 

 
Countries which have already reached the decision or completion point under the original HIPC-
I, which have received relief and which are eligible for further relief under the enhanced 
initiative, require  the adoption rather than implemementation of a fully developed PRSP and its 
broad endorsement by the IFI to reach the "floating" completion point. An increase in GDP or 
exports after the decision point is not taken into account. Fluctuations in commodity prices 
and/or tax revenues may have a significant impact on the country classification to the extent that 
it could become ineligible. The timing of the completion point for retroactive cases is decided 
on a case-by-case basis, taking into account the overall progress in poverty  reduction and 
economic performance and the preparation of PRSP. The World Bank and the IMF have 

                                                 
1 European Commission's internal document of 14 June 2000 containing the financing proposal concerning the 
HIPC debt relief. 
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established a joint implementation committee to ensure the smooth implementation of the HIPC-
I and the PRSP process.  
 
F    Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP) 

 
At the core of the enhanced  HIPC-I  are the Poverty Reduction Strategies Papers (PRSP), which 
are intended to play a key-role in the relationship between poor countries and their donors and 
creditors. The concessional IMF facility for the poorest countries (ESAF) has been refocused 
towards fighting poverty and transformed into a new Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility 
(PRGF). This can be seen as a reaction to the much criticised structural adjustment programs  
which meant hardship for the poor because of the budgetary austerity policy bringing about 
severe cuts in the sphere of subsidies for nutrition, health and education. These programs 
worked out in cooperation with the IMF focused mainly on the macroeconomic issues (budget 
deficit, trade and current account, foreign  currency reserves and inflation). The ESAF 
conditions, particularly the fiscal retrenchment forced borrowing governments to adopt 
measures which made social welfare and poverty concerns seem  secondary issues.  
 
The requirement of a specific poverty reduction strategy  is the acknowledgment that purely 
macroeconomic strategies do not necessarily lead  to poverty reduction. Sustained poverty 
reduction needs economic growth but does not trigger social well-being. This may be the case, 
to a certain extent, of developed countries but does not apply to developing countries because of 
the unequal distribution of  GNP, the marginalisation of the poor and the complete lack of 
institutionalized social welfare services in most countries. As a consequence, the structural 
adjustment reforms have undergone an indepth review, as poverty reduction has become the 
overriding goal. Non-economic factors such as social stability are recognised as being of key 
importance. It should, however, be noted  that already 10 years ago, poverty reduction was the 
over-arching objective of the World Bank  and  presently  poverty is still on the rise and the gap 
between the rich and the poor countries is growing. More than 3 billion people survive on less 
than 2 US$  a day, 1.5 billion people have no access to clean water and environmental 
degradation is of an urgent  concern. 
 
The PRSP intend not only to ensure that  budget ressources made available by debt relief  be 
channelled to fighting poverty. They are also to shape a comprehensive medium-term policy 
which is "result-oriented", and sets tangible and monitorable goals for poverty reduction by 
including indicators against which progress can be measured. They provide a comprehensive 
framework for mainstreaming poverty reduction in government and donor policies by 
integrating macroeconomic, structural, sectoral and social elements. (The focus of the budgetary 
policy on poverty reduction is  the reason for not favouring the creation of counterpart funds, 
where free resources would be invested.) The intention is to create growth in which the poor can 
participate. Due to the high degree of inequality in Sub-Saharan African countries, growth has to 
be considerably higher than in developed countries to have a positive impact on the poor.  
 
The European Commission contributed to the definition of this new approach and continues to 
do so at the general level as far as the content and the process are concerned and at the 
individual country level providing support to the beneficiary countries and assessing the quality 
of the PRSP prior to endorsement by the IFI’s Boards. This type of support appears to be 
indispensable given the countries‘ sometimes limited capacities in this area hitherto IFI- 
dominated. 
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The PRSP  serve as a basis for all IFI lending operations. The Poverty Reduction and Growth 
Facility (PRGF) is the vehicle to support financially the PRSP which  will determine the policy 
content and targets of the PRGF supported programmes. The concessional IMF facilities for the 
poorest, ESAF, has been consequently replaced by PRGF. 
 
G    Participatory Process 

 
PRSP are to be developed through a transparent widely based participatory process (Parliament, 
civil society, the poor, the media) to integrate  poverty reduction measures as well as specific 
health, education and gender equality programs into a coherent, growth-oriented 
macroeconomic framework in line with agreed international development goals. For this reason, 
PRSP have to build on partnerships with the full range of development partners.The ultimate 
ownership should lie with the government. 
  
As the PRSP are a "country-owned"document, no formal approval by the Boards of the World 
Bank or the IMF is foreseen. There are no preconceived ideas, no blueprint of what countries are 
expected to come up with and  as many parameters as possible are open. The PRSP would be 
only analysed and even incomplete ones would be accepted, the only condition being 
consistency.  
 
 

XIV     Critical Remarks concerning HIPC-I 2 
 

A    Possible Contradictions between Structural Adjustment and  the Poverty Reduction 

       Strategy 

 

For the first time a close linkage between poverty alleviation strategies, structural adjustment 
programmes and an important debt relief inititive has been established. It has been argued that 
the PRSPs are yet another condition introduced into the debt relief mechanism delaying debt 
relief.  It is of course a new condition, but once poverty reduction has been decided to be the 
first priority, it appears appropriate to establish the  linkage to channel the released resources to 
this priority area. Well-designed macroeconomic policies can create the requisite framework for 
a solid and sustainable economic development whilst the focus on poverty-reduction should 
provide a more  equal distribution. Mere debt cancellation does not give the necessary incentive 
for these goals. 
 
This is the theory behind the programs. But is it sufficiently realistic to work out well?  
Economic reforms are absolutely necessary. But it will be of crucial importance to avoid any 
contradiction between the macroeconomic programs currently in place, which in most cases 
mean budgetary austerity affecting primarily the poor, and the poverty reduction strategy. Once 
again politicians will have to explain to the people that before being better off, they must suffer 
deprivation. 
 
B    Institutional Considerations 

 
The involvement of the whole society implies a sufficiently organised civil society, mobilisation 
and information by the media. A crucial question is, whether the consultative process will allow 
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for a really active participation. Many more questions were raised during EURODAD‘s annual 
Congress in Barcelona of 24 to 26 November 19991: How can the voices of the poor be heard 
rather than only government officials and politicians? Will it be possible to organise a nation-
wide debate? Can the different local communities, regions and the federal states actually be 
involved?  Poverty may not be equally spread over all the country, great variations already exist 
between the rural communities and towns and the reasons of poverty are different. How  how 
can a national consensus be built on this subject despite of ethnic religious and traditional 
differences? What about socially divisive issues and the  role the "elite" of a country playing in 
this redistribution "game": will they easily step back giving away part of their privilegies?  The 
government could be held hostage by a strong opposition and successive governments might not 
feel committed to the previous one’s priorities. Will it be possible to bring about more 
transparency in government policy and expenditure, once the implementation will be checked 
against the programs and promises? Can a government afford to abruptly stop pursuing an 
earlier political agenda in order to benefit from the relief measures? There might be different 
degrees of acceptance. 
 
In cases where a coherent PRSP cannot be drawn up, a disconnection from the PRSP process 
could be envisaged. The only requirement should then be to guarantee the channelling of the 
relief resources to poverty reduction.  
 
A further objection can be made regarding the international community‘s  legitimacy for setting 
a specific goal such as poverty reduction as a priority choice being "forced" on sovereign 
governments. Whilst the original HIPC-I introduced a developmental issue into debt relief, the 
enhanced HIPC-I does so even more by focusing on  a specific, namely poverty-oriented policy. 
 
Another serious objection is the extent to which the PRSP can take into account the international 
context: trade and  globalisation and be held responsible for a more than uncertain success. 
 

C    Delays and Additional Cost 

 

The envisaged participatory process  is time-consuming, if it is really to allow for a country‘s 
full ownership. On the occasion of the G8 summit in Okinawa in July 2000, the World Bank 
publicly admitted that they had underestimated the time required for the countries to hold 
consultations with their citizens on the poverty reduction issue. The consultative process may 
paralyse the debt relief procedure and it may be an  onerous one as regards the organization. 
Therefore, at a time of reduced room for political manoeuvre, additional financing and technical 
aid may be needed to enable the countries to draw up a comprehensive but not over-ambitious 
macro-economic program  after nationwide consultation.   
 
D    Coherence, Coordination and Monitoring 

 
In order for the poverty reduction strategy to succeed, there  needs to be consensus among the 
donors and good coordination between them. It should be  supported by all providers of external 
assistance. This implies a change in the way support is provided. Currently, many donors tend to 
support individual projects with often overlapping conditions resulting in large administrative 
costs and uncertainty about amounts and timing of resource flows. External support should be 
mobilised around a single poverty reduction plan. 

                                                 
1 see Eurodad Annual Conference Report of December 1999. 
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Solidarity among the creditors is indispensable. All the creditor countries involved should make 
their contribution on time; individual countries must not wait until the sustainability level is 
reached as a result of debt relief granted by other countries. 
 
Concerning the monitoring of the actual use of released resources following debt relief the 
Council’s representative quite rightly said in his contribution to the EP’s debate of 17 May 2000 
that neither the Member States nor the Commission can effectively guarantee the actual use of 
the released resources for poverty reduction purposes. Striving for such a strict monitoring 
would mean interference in internal policies of a type belonging to the past. 
 

E    Changes in the IMF’s Approach? 

 

Since September 1999, the objectives of the IMF’s concessional lending operations include, 
according to decisions of the Interim and Development Committee, a specific focus on poverty 
reduction in the context of a growth-oriented strategy. Via  the  Poverty Reduction and Growth 
Facility,  the Fund supports the HIPC’s strategies to reduce poverty which are a condition for 
debt relief under the HIPC-I. 
 
NGOs have criticised that there is too much emphasis on adherence to IMF reform programs 
which have failed to achieve sustained economic growth while causing enormous hardship for 
the poor by inducing governments to curtail spending even on basic social programs. 
  
Another question is whether the IMF‘s and the World Bank‘s  cooperation will work in a 
satisfactory way. The institutions intend to share the responsibility, the Fund taking the lead in 
areas of its traditional mandate (macroeconomics, structural reforms, budget execution, tax and 
customs administration), while the Bank will take the lead in advising the authorities in 
designing poverty reduction strategies (poverty assessment and monitoring, sectoral issues). 
Some areas will have to be shared between the two institutions (economic environment 
favourable to the private sector, trade policy, financial sector and governance). 
 
The question is also, whether the IMF, given their traditional approach to dealing with 
developing countries' macroeconomic problems, are prepared to accept and support a proactive 
policy improving the poor's lives. The perspective is of quite a different type. One can currently 
observe a steadily growing presence on the part of the IMF, where originally they had no 
mandate: it deals with international debt relief and development issues and plays a key role in 
development policy, which hitherto was predominantly the Bank’s competence. The problem is 
not the lack of  intellectual  competence, but rather the absence of a clearly-defined mandate and 
the  traditionally different approach implying a possible conflict with its original mandate. 
Given its powerful and authoritative position concerning the definition of policies which, in 
addition, widely conditions the financial markets‘ appreciation of risks and given its financial 
stature, a redefinition of its mandate appears to be appropriate. 
 
F   The  European Parliament’s Position as expressed in its Resolution of 18 May 2000 

 
On the major political groups' initiative, the EP, in its resolution of 18 May 2000, calls on the 
EU and its Member States to promote a more ambitious strategy in the International Financial 
Institutions in order to provide a faster, deeper and broader relief or cancellation to the poorest 
developing countries. 
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Debt relief should be granted subject to the respect of democratic principles, good governance 
and to the resources being spent on basic social needs. 
 
In addition, the EP calls on the  Commission and the International Financial Institutions to  
monitor carefully the "ethical and correct use of the funds made available from debt relief". 
 
 

XV     The EU’s Participation in the HIPC-I  
 
The HIPC Initiative falls under the direct legal and financial responsibility of the Member States 
as far as their bilateral loans or the EDF are concerned, which are directly funded by the 
Member States and are designed to serve for debt-servicing purposes. The management of these  
funds lies with the European Commission who is competent for proposals concerning the use of 
these funds.  
 
The Community’s contribution to the HIPC-I as a creditor concerns the partial alleviation of its 
special loans and of its risk capital (financed by the EDF and) administered by the EIB. As a 
donor,  it contributes to the financing of the HIPC Trust Fund managed by the World Bank. 

 
A    The  Member States‘ position 

 
The Member States hold about 25% of outstanding bilateral claims on DC. Taken together, 
these countries (plus the EC) are the largest donor in the world (56% of overseas development 
aid in 1996). Four of them (France Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom) hold 54% of 
official bilateral claims on the poorest countries and have a majority position within the IMF. 
 
The bilateral creditor governments of the EU signed up to the HIPC-Initiative when it was 
launched in September 1996. The total pledges by March 2000 to the HIPC Trust Fund amount 
to the following: 
 
Belgium     12   Portugal    15  Denmark  26  
Italy     70  Spain     15  France  21  
Luxembourg      1  Sweden    29  Finland  14  
Netherlands  131  United Kingdom 221  Germany  81  
Greece       1  Ireland   16 
 
The total pledges including other countries  amounted to US$ 2,235 bn as of 30 June 2000 
 
It must be  made clear that any major bilateral Debt relief may automatically exclude the 
relevant DC from the HIPC-I, as debt sustainability may be reached. This was the case for 
Yemen which received a significant relief from the Paris Club. 
 
B    The EC’s Participation in the HIPC-Process 

 
The  EC has a special interest in the success of the HIPC Initiative because of  the debt relief’s 
impact on development cooperation, where the Community plays a major role in supporting 
structural adjustment programs. Their successful implementation is a prerequisite for the HIPC 
debt relief measure. The EC will pay part of the ACP countries‘ debt-service during the interim 
period. Furthermore, as interim relief, ACP countries entering the HIPC process are to receive a 
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15% increase in their structural support to be earmarked for spending in the social sector on the 
condition that the decision point has been reached and that the country benefits from an EC-
financed Structural Adjustment Programme.  In addition, the EU accompanies debt relief under 
the HIPC-I with additional support measures (including debt management assistance).  
 
The European Community mainly supports development through grants. For this reason its 
claims on DC are relatively small (5% of total multilateral debt stock) and it will account for 
only about 2 % of the latest total estimated cost of the HIPC-I (4.3% of that of multilaterals). 
 
The Community will not participate in any debt relief measure in favour of countries with which  
cooperation is suspended.   
 

1.   Debt relief to Non-ACP-States 

Resources from the General Budget will have to be drawn  to support the HIPC-I for 
non-ACP countries. The legal basis is the ALA Regulation n. 443/92, Art.4 of which 
emphasises a new commitment towards poverty alleviation. 

 

2.   Debt relief to ACP-States 

By Council decision of 6 July 1998  the Community has committed itself to full 
participation in  the HIPC-I with regard to its claims on eligible ACP countries. It is, 
however, worthwile emphasizing that the funds made available come from unallocated 
EDF resources which is rather a demonstration of South-South solidarity:  the ACP 
States declared their agreement that  funds for projects which could not be implemented, 
serve for debt relief purposes. As far as reimbursements on special loans and risk capital 
are concerned, funds  repaid by ACP States are used to help those States who are not in a 
position to repay. 

 
The new ACP-EC Partnership Agreement contains, in its Article 66, a clause stipulating that the 
resources provided for in the Agreement can be used to contribute to debt relief initiatives 
approved at international level for the benefit of ACP States. In addition, the European 
Community, in the same Art. 66, is committed to examining how other financing resources  than 
the EDF can be mobilised in support of internationally agreed debt relief initiatives. 
 

The EC’s participation suffered delays due to wrangling in the Council of Ministers regarding 
the methods of financing the debt relief. The reason was the fact that the EDF is funded directly 
by the Member States who would, for reasons of principle, not admit the Commission’s direct 
use of their contributions. 
 
On 26 October 1999, following the enhanced HIPC-I proposal, the Commission  proposed 
[COM (99) 518] a EUR 1 bn contribution and,  in line  with the ECOFIN Council request of 8 
November 1999, started negotiations with the ACP countries. Following the EU Council’s 
decision of 6 December 1999 the Joint ACP-EU Council agreed on 8 Dec 1999 on a EUR 250 
Million Increase in the Structural Adjustment Facility (doc. ACP-CE 2168/99) and an 
Extraordinary  Assistance to heavily indebted ACP States (doc. ACP-CE 2167/99). 
 

Art. 1 of the ACP-CE Joint Decision of 8 December 1999 states that unallocated programmable 
resources from the 8th EDF and earlier Funds may be used in the form of grants:  
 
i.     for meeting   as a creditor up to 320 million the outstanding debt and debt-servicing 
obligations (special loans and risk capital administered by the EIB) to the Community of the 
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first ACP countries  qualifying under the original HIPC-I (plus the remainder of the 40 MEUR 
set aside since 1998, following a Council’s decision, of which a grant of 4.59 MEUR to relieve 
Uganda’s debt and 6.44 MEUR for Guyana have already been used) and  
 
ii.    contributing as a donor to the overall financing of the HIPC-I by providing up to 680 
MEUR for the HIPC Trust Fund, managed by the World Bank, with particular reference to the 
needs of the African Development Bank, in addition to the 54 MEUR Community contribution 
to the HIPC Trust Fund dedicated to non-ACP- HIPCs drawing on the budgetary lines 
concerning Latin America and Asia. The relevant agreement was signed on 10 July 1999. 
 
The reason is that for the multilateral Development Banks (MDB), particularly the AfDB, there 
are limits to the mobilisation of their internal funds to meet a greater part of the enhanced   
HIPC-I. Such mobilisation should not jeopardize their financial integrity and traditional aid 
programs. Therefore more bilateral contributions to the HIPC TRUST FUND, to fill the 2.6 $ 
bill short-term financial gap must be  made.  
 
The total cost of the European Community’s participation as a creditor may, according to the 
European Commission’s expectations, exceed by far 36o MEURO1. The  cost foreseen for the 
EC’s participation as a donor will be of about 452 MEURO for 2000, and thereafter 215 
MEURO. 
 
On 7 July 2000, the Commission signed the relevant financing agreements for the enhanced 
HIPC-I over 680 and 348 MEURO which makes the European Community  the largest single 
contributor to the HIPC Trust Fund providing almost one third of the total amount. 
 
Concerning i: 
Grant-funded anticipated repayment at NPV (at the decision point) of the total or partial balance 
of loans at the completion points and grant-funded payment of service of these loans during the 
interim period. In three instalments 320 MEUR  should be transferred to a special account held 
at the EIB. (The eligible ACP States benefit from the HIPC-I through the EC funded EIB Trust 
Fund.) A first tranche of 100 MEUR is to cover the needs of the HIPCs entering the interim 
period, of those reaching the completion point in 2000 and those reaching their decision or 
completion points more rapidly. This advance payment is to be made immediately after the 
Commission’s decision and the signature of the agreement with the EIB. 
 
The eligibility  will be assessed by the IFI at the decision and completion points and during the 
interim period (up to three years). The actual release will be on a country by country basis 
following approval by the European Commission. This enables the  Commission to withhold its 
payments in case of a suspended cooperation. 
 
Disbursement from the EC-funded EIB Trust Fund:  
 
-  from the decision point onwards and during the interim period, the Commission services in 
consultation with EIB and the eligible ACP country will agree on the special loans and risk 
capital loans, for which the EIB Trust Fund will service the debt instead of the country, the 

                                                 
1 Internal  document of the Commission of  15.05.2000 containing a financing proposal concerning the HIPC debt 
relief. 
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condition being that the country is in line with the HIPC terms and conditions and cooperation is 
not suspended  (Art. 366a of the Lomé IV, part II Convention). 
 
-   when the completion point is reached, the EC will ask the EIB Trust Fund to approve one 
single payment equivalent to the balance due. The individual country will then be considered as 
having met its remaining obligations. 
 
Concerning ii: 
It was agreed that the needs of the African Development Bank be given priority. The amount 
should benefit to the maximum of ACP HIPCs and short-term needs should be covered. 
Agreements have been concluded with AfDB and the World Bank HIPC Trust Fund on the 
modalities. 
 
-   Disbursement of the Community contribution to the HIPC Trust Fund: 
An agreement between the Commission  as donor and the International Development 
Association (IDA) as administrator of the HIPC Debt Initiative Trust Fund lays down the rules 
for management of the Community’s contribution. 
 
The 680 MEUR contribution from the EDF is earmarked solely for ACP countries. 670 MEUR 
are to enable the AfDB to meet its commitments in the framework of the HIPC-I, i.e. its claims 
on African ACP HIPCs and 10 MEUR are to alleviate the only non-african ACP HIPC Guyana.  
 
The contribution is to be transferred in three tranches. 
 

•  250 MEUR for the year 2000 and 2001 as the first instalment to be paid after the 
Commission’s decision and the signature of the agreement between the World Bank HIPC Trust 
Fund and the Commission; 
 

•  the amounts and the timing of the remaining two instalments will be decided, taking into 
account the countries' needs and the other donors‘ disbursements. 
 
-   Disbursement from the HIPC Trust Fund: 
Two sub-accounts are to be established within the Trust Fund to ensure visibility and financial 
control. Disbursements are to be madeas follows: 
 

•  from the decision point on and during the interim period, the Commission will be requested 
by the Trust Fund and the AfDB to transfer to AfDB country-specific accounts the amount 
necessary to finance the debt-service reduction according to the AfDB’s own HIPC participation 
scheme (a minimum 80% debt-service reduction; and a maximum of 40% of total debt relief 
during the interim period and maximum 15 years running period). The country‘s keeping on 
track with the HIPC-I  framework is a condition for the Commission’s agreement to the transfer. 
 

•  On a country’s reaching the completion point, the Trust Fund and the AfDB will request the 
Commission to transfer  the amount necessary to reach 40% of the AfDB’s total cost for the 
country concerned. 
 
Various agreements between the AfDB (as creditor), the European Commission, IDA (as 
Manager of the Trust Fund) and the beneficiary countries will govern the relationship between 
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these bodies. According to the Special Conditions of the Financing Agreement, the project shall 
start not later than on 31 Dec. 2000 and shall end by 31 Dec. 2004. 
 
C    The Community’s Additional Contribution 

 
According to the Commission’s  communication of 26 October 1999, the Commission proposes 
to make a contribution to the overall financing of the HIPC-I, specifically to the HIPC Trust 
Fund “on top of its participation stricto sensu in the enhancement of the HIPC-Initiative“. As the 
Community cannot finance the remaining gap, a fair burden sharing must take place among the 
shareholders. The financing would come from  EDF (82%) and complementary resources from 
the general budget (18%), as non-ACP countries  are included in the initiative, and from 
contributions from all stakeholders in an agreed EU context. 
 
 

XVI     Total Costs of HIPC-I 2 and Cost-Sharing 
 

A    Securing  Fair Burden-Sharing 

 
The enhanced initiative entails a considerably higher volume of debt relief amounting to US$ 
28.2 bn instead of US$ 12.5 bn. The plan is to achieve an equal share of relief between public 
bilateral and commercial (but publicly guaranteed) debt on the one hand and  the IFI and 
development banks on the other. As  these entities are not in a position to pay their 50% share, 
the private sector would have to step in to a larger extent. So far the full financing of the 
initiative over the long running period is not secured. But until now, there was no delay in debt 
relief for funding reasons. The financing requirements may arise earlier if and when certain 
countries  reach the completion point earlier than expected. 
  
The implementation of the  initiative depends on the full participation of multilateral as well as 
bilateral creditors, especially concerning the availability of funds to meet the costs as the debt 
service falls due.  
 
The aim is to convert the pledges and the funding into an annual stream of funding matching the 
actual cash flow requirements emanating from the country cases reaching the completion point. 
As some donors have indicated that there might be limitations on how flexibly their 
contributions could be used, financing problems might arise as early as  late 2000.  
 
The World Bank emphasizes the need to "move in a determined fashion to ensure full financing 
for the enhanced HIPC-I"1. This mobilization effort must be sustained for a long time and 
political commitments must be translated into actually legally binding pledges in order to reach 
a fair burden sharing among all creditors concerned. The result of the G8 summit in Okinawa in 
July 2000 was disappointing for many developing countries: hundreds of millions of US dollars 
were spent on the organization alone and no additional pledge was made. The only commitment 
was the  G8 leaders‘ agreement to push forward the HIPC-I. 
 
According to the above-mentioned update on costing of December 1999, the total costs of US$ 
28.2 bn for HIPC-I 2 are to be borne as follows: US$ 14.1 bn by bilateral and commercial 

                                                 
1 World Bank Progress Reports on HIPCs of 15.04.2000, p. 8. 
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creditors and an equal amount by  the multilateral institutions, i.e. US$ 6.3 bn by the World 
Bank, US$ 2.3 bn by the IMF, US$ 2.2 bn by the AfDB, US$ 1.1 bn by the IaDB and US$ 2.2 
bn by other multilateral development banks. 
 

By April 2000 new pledges came from Canada, New Zealand, Spain (70 million) and the USA  
(total pledge : US$ 600 million). The USA had forgiven large amounts of bilateral foreign aid 
loans in the 1990s but still  hold US$ 3.6 bn of non-concessional loans to HIPCs; over half of 
the remaining debt is owed by  countries such as Liberia, Sudan, Democratic Republic of 
Congo, Somalia, which will probably not qualify for debt relief in the near future. 
 
In January 2000, Japan  undertook to pay up to US$ 2oo million into the HIPC Trust Fund. 
Japan holds  about 40% of the bilateral concessional  loans to HIPCs which is is due to Japan’s 
greater emphasis on loan aid rather than grant assistance. (In a principled attempt to promote 
disciplined financial management on the part of borrowing nations, the Japanese government 
had generally opposed debt reduction programs.) 
 
The overall contributions and pledges made to the HIPC Trust Fund, by mid-July 2000, amount 
to US$ 2.5 bn. Contribution agreements have been signed with Australia, Canada, the European 
Commission, Germany, Netherlands, New Zealand an the  UK. 
 

B   The World Bank‘s Participation and Financing 

 
- In January 2000, agreement was reached  that financing of debt relief should not 

compromise  financing through concessional windows such as the IDA. Most of the World 
Bank’s debt relief on debt owed to the IDA will be provided by debt service relief. The 
World Bank has made transfers from its IBRD net income and surplus to the HIPC Trust 
Fund.  However, because the  World Bank component of the HIPC Trust Fund cannot 
provide full financing of debt relief commitments, the IDA will provide the debt relief rather 
than the HIPC Trust Fund and will be reimbursed by the WB component of the HIPC Trust 
Fund, subject to availability of funds. As the resources available in the HIPC Trust Fund will 
fall well short of the total costs incurred by the IDA, it will then be up to the donors to 
decide how to fund these HIPC-I costs and how they will share the burden. Annually the 
IDA will provide relief of not less than 50% of debt service due on the amounts outstanding. 
The IDA debt relief will start at the decision point, with the maximum level of debt relief 
provided during the interim period. The relief will be delivered within 20 years after the 
decision point. 

 
C    The IMF‘s Participation 

 
The IMF provides debt relief through special  PRGF-HIPC grants. Subject to financing 
assurances from other creditors, the IMF will deliver HIPC-I assistance in the form of grants 
paid into the country’s special account to be used to cover debt service payments to the IMF. 
Beginning in the year of reaching the decision point, a country may receive 20% of total IMF 
assistance each year, with interim assistance not exceeding 60% of the overall IMF assistance. 
The balance of committed assistance is delivered at the completion point. The length of the 
interim period between the decision and completion points  depends on the successful 
implementation of pre-defined reforms as laid out in the decision point document. The schedule 
for these grants is agreed on with the country  in view of easing its debt-service burden, taking 
into account the PRSP, its poverty reduction needs and its absorption capacity. 
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The total cost to the IMF of participating in the HIPC-I and the continuation of concessional 
lending under the PRGF (at an interest rate of 0.5%) is estimated at US$ 3.7 bn (end 1999 in 
NPV terms), the HIPC-I accounting for 2/3. 
 
By April 2000,  60% of pledged contributions have been made. The  bulk of the IMF’s 
contribution will come from the investment income on the profits from off-market gold 
transactions decided by the IMF’s Executive Board on 8 December 1999. In six transactions 
12.2 million ounces of gold have already been sold. 
 

D    Multilateral Development Banks' Participation and Financing 

 
A majority of institutions indicated their continued support for the HIPC-I: besides the World 
Bank and the IMF, these include the EU and EIB, BOAD, CABEI, IaDB, IFAD, NDF and CAF. 
The World Bank is contacting individual multilateral creditors on a regular basis to achieve their 
participation and is facilitating meetings between MDBs to help them explore ways and means 
of participating in the HIPC-I. Some of them have serious problems meeting their share of the 
cost from internal resources while trying to maintain their financial integrity and some need 
donor assistance to deliver their share of debt relief. 
 

E    Participation of Official Bilateral Creditors 
 
One of the key principles of the HIPC-I is coordination among all creditors involved in 
equitable participation. Given the great variety of creditors, the HIPCs have difficulty in 
securing comparable treatment from non-Paris Club creditors, which compromises the debt 
sustainability of these HIPCs, because the debt relief mechanism is not launched. 
 
  

XVII     International Insolvency and Arbitration 
 
It has been said that  traditional debt relief measures protect "a privileged group from facing the 
consequences of the market (…) at the expense of correct banks, exporters, taxpayers and – 
which is most repulsive - the poorest of the globe"1. By abolishing these privileges, the market 
would punish the banks which grant unjustifiable  loans. 
 
The idea of an internationally agreed insolvency procedure instituting an independent and 
neutral  International Court of Arbitration is being promoted by some NGOs, notably Eurodad, 
as well as by academics. It might help to avoid unequal and inadequate treatment by taking into 
account the interests of both sides of the deal and not least those of the population. This Court 
would assess the sustainability of  debt situations. In addition, it would assess which loans were 
granted in a corruptive way ("odious debt"). In these cases, the people of the relevant countries 
should be exempted  from paying back the loans as a matter of course. The concept of human 
dignity would be applied setting limits to claims on poor countries. 
 
The debt situation has played a major role in  some parts of modern history. Lessons may be 
drawn from the Versailles Treaty of 28 June 1919 and the London Agreement on German pre-

                                                 
1 K. Raffer, "Applying Chapter 9 insolvency to international debts: an economically efficient solution with a human 
face" in: World Development, vol. 18(2), p.310 (taken from the US insolvency procedure for municipalities, 
whereby inhabitants affected by public debts are protected). 
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war debts of 1953. Reference is made as well to Britain and France defaulting on their loans in 
the 1930s when the argument was put forward  that their people’s needs had to prevail over 
legal obligations towards their creditors. 
 
A major objection to the creation of such a Court consists in the reference  to the  sovereignty of 
States. It would be difficult to reach agreement on the States being willing to submit legally 
binding loan agreements to an authority which would take a decision on whether  they should be 
executed or not. In addition, doubts may be raised as to whether the financial markets would 
accept the rulings of such a Court without a major disturbance being caused. In the end, the poor 
countries‘ creditworthiness would suffer because of the financial community’s reluctance to 
lend money to a country possibly protected by the Arbitration Court’s ruling at the time of 
repayment. 
 
 

XVIII     Debt management  
 
Given the current high exposure in foreign currency, priority should be given to reducing the 
excessive reliance on foreign financing. Secondly, long-term strategies, a sound maturity 
structure and hedging exchange rate risks should prevail. Thirdly, diversification of lenders and 
currencies improve the debt sustainability. Improving the credit rating with a sound economic 
and financial policy and by making timely repayments may lead to lower borrowing costs.  A 
transparent economic and financial policy and  regular and appropriate information on its 
achievements  improves the perception of creditworthiness by the markets and may attract 
investors. A careful use of public guarantees  reduces the likelihood of the government being 
obliged to absorb private debt in  difficult times. Lastly, liquid reserves are a welcome cushion 
in times of market shocks or when market conditions are unfavourable to new debt issues. 
 
Debt relief limited to the external situation is not sufficient to help the DC out of the debt trap 
when it is structural. It is important to monitor the overall debt situation, internally and 
externally and in a comprehensive way: loan contracting, its utilisation and servicing, 
coordination and proper and transparent accounting practices. If possible, private foreign debts 
should be included as they require foreign currency availability. Highly indebted countries with 
seriously limited foreign currency  borrowing capacity have a tendency to increase their internal 
indebtedness. The debt swap from foreign into national currency, operated for Mexico and 
Brazil, together with an increase in the money supply, led to hyperinflation. In a country with a  
weak internal capital market, medium and long-term loans can  be made available in two ways: 
by offering attractive interest rates to nationals holding foreign currency or by printing  money  
and thus producing inflation,  which has a negative effect on the exchange rate (where 
convertible). This is not an appropriate exit from the debt trap as inflationist tendencies may 
compromise the country’s recovery. On the other hand, the drastic reduction of imports creates 
serious problems for the smooth functioning of the economy (falling production, inadequate 
investment and bankruptcies). In any case sound debt management is needed to preserve the 
positive results obtained by external debt relief measures. Any structural adjustment reform, 
linked or not to a poverty reduction plan, must take into account the development of internal 
indebtedness. 
 
To cope with the debt problem in a comprehensive way, Art. 66 of the new Partnership 
Agreement with the ACP States contains a clause stipulating assistance to ACP countries in 
studying  practical solutions to endebtedness including domestic debt, debt  servicing difficulties 
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and balance of payment problems. The EC may offer as well training in debt management and 
international financial negotiations. Art. 66 (3) refers to the parties‘ readiness to continue to 
exchange views on the general debt problem. 
 
Conclusions           

 
-     The HIPC-Initiative is complementary to the traditional debt relief measures decided by the  
      Paris Club and the Club of  London members as it involves the multilateral institutions’  
      claims. But this initiative is subordinate to the traditional debt relief measures in so far as its  
      criteria require full use being made first of all of the traditional relief schemes, and it is  
      limited to reaching levels of debt sustainability. 

 
- The condition requiring a poverty reduction strategy, introduced by HIPC-I 2, appropriately 

embeds debt relief in a development strategy: economic growth being the most important 
single factor for combating poverty, the condition combines  economic reforms with a 
strategy aiming at poverty reduction. Debt relief under HIPC-I 2 is an incentive for  
countries to commit to such a strategy. 

 
- The prerequisite of having to  demonstrate a good track record in carrying out structural 

adjustment programs may be a difficult hurdle for countries which have emerged from civil 
wars recently. Additional technical and financial support may be required. 

 
- The implementation of the poverty reduction strategy should be monitored as closely as 

possible to reach the development goals. Important side-effects of monitoring may be 
assisting institution-building and democratization. Concerning economic reforms,  it should 
be borne in mind that it is the elites, a few politically powerful people taking advantage of  
systemic inefficiencies, that have the task of implementing the measures, whilst potential 
beneficiaries, in contrast, are often too weak to insist on their rights.  

 
- A well organized participatory process for the preparation of the PRSP may raise the 

public’s awareness of the kind of  political actions that are in their interest. This can result in 
strengthening  civil society and in mobilizing the people‘s resourcefulness. 

 
- Good coordination between donors and creditors is essential for a fair burden-sharing when 

implementing  debt relief schemes so as to avoid a situation in which donors who are strict 
on sound economic management are circumvented in favour of less demanding ones. 

 
- The  most likely permanent way out of the "debt trap" is an effective development policy. 

Financial aid is not necessarily the only and the most efficient way to achieve development. 
It may even stabilize inefficient structures. The inappropriate use of  scarce capital may lead 
to the waste of urgently needed resources, including the labour force. Before granting new 
financial aid, a country’s repayment capacity should be carefully assessed and, while loans 
have more impact on sound financial management, grants should be given preference if  
repayment cannot be expected from the return on the investment. 

 
- The increased financial room for manoeuvre following debt relief should not be used by the 

donor countries as a pretext for reducing development aid, which, in a country with low 
social indicators, is vital for the survival of the population – debt relief must be additional in 
order to achieve success in terms of enhanced development. 
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- In cases of  extensive capital flight and  large amounts of private capital being invested 

outside, the DC governments should endeavour to restore confidence in their economies and 
should  be given assistance to strengthen their domestic financial markets and their 
integration with the global financial system  in order to keep further indebtedness in check.   
Countries emerging from corrupt regimes should be assisted in conducting investigations 
aiming at recovering public funds illegally lodged with foreign banks. 

 
- The HIPC-I 2 criteria, despite being more generous than the previous initiative, are still 

insufficient. Given the widening gap between the developing and industrialized countries, 
the relief criteria remain insufficient to bring about the relief needed for an economy to start 
on a more solid basis, neither do they allow for substantial poverty reduction.  

 
- HIPC-I 2 can achieve  long-lasting debt sustainability only with strong and sustained 

economic growth, due to the requirement that released resources should be used for poverty 
reduction efforts and not for further debt-stock reduction. The need for increased financing  
following external shocks or slow economic growth may lead to a future build-up of debt.  

 
- African countries‘ structural weaknesses, such as weak infrastructure, low productivity, high 

production cost despite low salaries, insufficient education, brain drain, rent-seeking, capital 
flight and the lack of diversification of its export structures, make it increasingly difficult for 
them to keep pace with the effects of  globalization. Other highly indebted (middle-income) 
countries  and those  emerging from civil conflicts, should  also be considered for debt relief. 
An extension of the HIPC-I, however, should be envisaged only if and when the financing of 
the present relief scheme is secured. 

     
- Given the IMF‘s powerful position and rapidly extending role, its mandate and respective 

competences should be redefined. The bail-out of private creditors or investors with public 
money should be excluded. 

 
-  As Third World’s  countries‘high level of indebtedness is  a serious impediment to their 

development, assistance in debt management should be systematically offered. 
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Abbreviations 
 
 
ACP –States  Group of African, Caribbean and Pacific States 
AfDB   African Development Bank      
bn   billion 
CAR   Central African Republic 
CABEI   Central American Bank for Economic Integration 
CAF   Andean Development Corporation 
CDF   Comprehensive Development Framework  
CIS   Community of Independent States 
EDF   European Development Funds 
EIB   European Investment Bank 
ESAF   Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility 
FDI   Foreign direct investment 
GDP   Gross domestic product 
GNP   Gross national product 
HIPC-I   HIPC-initiative 
HIPCs   Highly Indebted Poor Countries 
IaDB   Inter-American Development Bank 
IBRD   International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World Bank) 
IDA   International Development Association 
IFAD   International Fund for Agriculture 
IMF   International Monetary Fund 
MDB   Multilateral Development Banks 
MEUR   million EUR 
NDF   Nordic Development Fund 
NPV   Net present value 
ODA   Official development assistance 
OECD   Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
PRGF   Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility 
PRSP   Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper 
SAF   Structural Adjustment Faciliy 
SAP   Structural Adjustment programme 
Unctad   United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
Unicef          United Nations Children’s Fund 
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